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Abstract
This thesis reports on the setup of a transfer lock for trapped-ion based quantum network
experiments. Such a system allows a cavity-mediated Raman process to be frequencystabilized via laser locking. As a result, a coherent interface to map quantum information
encoded in a trapped-ion qubit onto a photon qubit can be realized. The transfer lock
scheme is based on frequency-stabilizing two lasers to an external reference-cavity, which
was achieved in the course of this thesis. Linewidths and drift rates of the locked lasers
were determined via frequency beat measurements. One of the locked laser systems was
then used to stabilize the length of a test-cavity in air. Finally, a laser on the 40 Ca+ optical
qubit transition was locked to the reference-cavity, which allowed for the observation of
Rabi flops.
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AC Alternating Current
AOM Acousto-Optic Modulator
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CCD Charge-Coupled Device
CQED Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics
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DC Direct Current
DL Diode Laser
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RAM Residual Amplitude Modulation
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1. Introduction
Quantum information science is a field of research that has experienced rapid growth in
recent years. The interest in building devices based on the generation and manipulation of quantum information encoded in quantum mechanical two-level systems (qubits),
stems from the possibilities provided by such systems, in terms of computational speedup
over classical computers [1], fundamentally secure communication [2] and enhancement
in measurement precision [3]. Small-scale quantum systems are already being used successfully to implement few-qubit algorithms [4] and perform quantum simulations [5].
However, for such quantum processors to be able to constitute an advantage over classical computing devices, quantum system sizes in the lab need to be scaled up. This
has proven to be challenging due to e.g. decoherence effects [6], which increase with the
system size.
In classical information processing the connection of computers via a network allows for
the shared use of computational resources. Similarly, being able to transfer quantum information from one quantum computer to another provides the possibility of distributed
quantum computing [7]. By connecting multiple smaller-scale quantum processors in a
quantum network some scalability-related problems can be circumvented. Another application for quantum networks is in quantum communication and cryptography. Quantum
key distribution protocols allow for fundamentally secure communication [8] across a
quantum network. Network nodes can act as quantum repeater stations, enabling the
distribution of quantum information over long distances [9].
At the University of Innsbruck and the Institute for Quantum Optics and Quantum Information (IQOQI), a three-node quantum network is being built at the moment, in the
course of the SciNet (Scalable Ion Trap Network) project. Here, the network nodes consist
of cavity-enhanced trapped 40 Ca+ ion systems. Over the past years, trapped ions have
proven to be a promising candidate in quantum information experiments, due to the high
level of control that is possible over them in the lab [10]. In combination with an optical
cavity around the trapped ion, it is possible to realize an interface which maps the quantum information stored in an ion qubit onto a photon qubit, that can then be distributed
across a quantum network [11]. Nodes A and B of the SciNet network are located in the
experimental physics university building: Node A consists of a well-established trappedion cavity setup, which has been under vacuum for many years [12] [13]. State mapping
from an ion to a photon qubit [14] as well as the generation of entanglement between an
ion qubit and photon qubit [15] has been successfully demonstrated with this setup. Node
B differs from node A in the fact that the node B cavity is fiber-integrated, which allows
for small mode volumes. Node C, which has a similar design to the node A system but
cavity mirror parameters optimized for quantum networking, is being set up from scratch
in the IQOQI building. A 400 m underground fiber link allows this node to be connected
to nodes A and B in the university building. Since one problem of the distribution of
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quantum information over long distances is photon loss in optical fibers, the team at
node C also investigates quantum frequency conversion (QFC) to change the wavelength
of photons emitted by trapped ions to the telecom C band at 1550 nm, which is absorbed
significantly less in optical fibers [16].
This master’s thesis was carried out at Node C in the IQOQI building. The topic of the
thesis is related to the aformentioned ion-photon interface: One of the keys to create a
quantum network based on trapped-ion nodes is to implement an interface, in which the
quantum information encoded in an ion qubit can be mapped onto a photon qubit. In our
setup, this interface is based on a cavity-mediated Raman process involving three different
electronic states of a trapped ion. One arm of this Raman transition is driven by a laser
field, whereas the other arm is driven by coupling to the vacuum field of an optical cavity
around the ion. This cavity-mediated Raman process has to be frequency-stabilized via
laser locking. A “transfer lock” scheme is used to implement this frequency-stabilization,
which requires two lasers to be locked to an external reference-cavity. One of these lasers
will drive one arm of the Raman transition, whereas the other laser will be used as a
stable reference to lock the length of the optical cavity around the ion. In the course
of this master’s thesis, the two laser systems, which will be used for the transfer lock
at Node C, were stabilized to an external intrinsically stable reference-cavity. This work
was carried out while node C was still under construction. Specifically, at the time of
writing this thesis, the cavity around the ion is still missing but our ion trap has already
been put in vacuum. As a result, it was not possible to test the transfer lock on a cavityenhanced trapped-ion system in vacuum. However, a test setup was built, where a cavity
was locked in air, using one of the stabilized laser systems as a reference.
The layout of this thesis is now presented. The next chapter (chapter 2) contains three
parts. First, a brief general introduction on quantum networks is provided, followed by a
focus on trapped-ion based networks. Second, theory on the interaction between atoms
and light is presented, which allows for the understanding of the dynamics of the cavitymediated Raman process in a cavity-enhanced trapped-ion system. Third, two basic
quantum network protocols are explained, based on the cavity-mediated Raman process.
Chapter 3 presents the relevant theoretical and experimental concepts on lasers and laser
stabilization. Specifically, a scheme to lock a laser to a cavity as a frequency reference
(and vice versa) is introduced, as well as linewidth estimation techniques, which will be
applied in the experimental chapters 6 and 7. In chapter 4, our approach to frequencystabilize the cavity-mediated Raman process (the transfer lock scheme) is given along
with our experimental goals. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 present the experimental achievements
of this thesis. Chapter 5 is about the experimental setup of the transfer lock, specifically
the reference-cavity and vacuum chamber assembly, as well as the optical and electronic
setup. The reference-cavity is the centerpiece of the transfer lock. It was not only coated
to be used for the transfer lock at 785 nm and 786 nm, but additionally to serve another
purpose in our system: to lock a laser on the 40 Ca+ qubit transition at 729 nm. In
chapter 6, the frequency-stability of two laser systems, locked to the reference-cavity,
is investigated via frequency beat measurements with a frequency comb and a narrow
reference laser. Here, the key results of this thesis, i.e. the locked laser linewidths and
drift rates, are presented. In chapter 7, the stabilized laser systems are applied to lock
a test-cavity in air and manipulate a trapped 40 Ca+ ion on the 729 nm optical qubit
transition.
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2.1. Basic Principles of Quantum Networks
Quantum networks are important tools in quantum information science, allowing for the
distribution of quantum information between physically separated quantum computers.
Since quantum information is encoded in the state of a quantum mechanical e.g. twolevel system (quantum bit, qubit), its distribution is fundamentally different and more
complex than classical information distribution. In this section, the building blocks of
quantum networks, key concepts of the distribution of quantum information and state of
the art developments in the field are briefly presented.

2.1.1. Theoretical Concepts
Encoding of Quantum Information
The basic unit of classical information is the bit, which
has the two possible states 0 and 1. In analogy, a qubit
is the basic unit of quantum information [17]. Even
though there are also only two possible outcomes when
a qubit is measured, e.g. |0i and |1i when performing
a projective measurement in the logical basis, the state
of a qubit |Ψi can also be in a superposition of both,
which can be represented mathematically as
 
α
|Ψi = α|0i + β|1i =
.
(2.1)
β
If the state of the qubit can be described by
a linear combination of the orthonormal basis
states |0i = ( 10 ) and |1i = ( 01 ), as in
eq.
2.1, the qubit is said to be in a pure
state.

Figure 2.1.: The Bloch sphere:
The quantum state of a single
qubit can be described by its coordinates, i.e. projections onto
the x, y and z-axis.


For every “Ket”-vector |Ψi there exists a ‘Bra”-vector hΨ| = α∗ , β ∗ , where ∗ denotes
the complex conjugate. The complex numbers α and β represent probability amplitudes,
where the probability of measuring the qubit to be in state |0i (|1i) is given by |α|2 (|β|2 ).
Since the probabilities of the qubit being in either of the two basis states have to add
up to one it follows that |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. In the lab, the values of |α|2 and |β|2 can be
determined by preparing and measuring the same state many times.
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The Bloch sphere, which is shown in figure 2.1, is a convenient visualization of the possible
states of a single qubit. Any pure state can be represented by a point on the surface of
this unit sphere with polar coordinates (angles) θ and φ, allowing eq. 2.1 to be rewritten
as

(2.2)
|Ψi = eiγ cos (θ/2) |0i + eiφ sin (θ/2) |1i .
Here, eiγ is a global phase factor which has no observable effect and is usually ignored. In
figure 2.1, the north and south poles of the sphere correspond to the logical basis states
|0i and |1i and states that lie in the equatorial plane correspond to equal superpositions
of those basis states.
The state of a qubit can also be represented as a density matrix [17]
X
ρ=
pi |Ψi ihΨi |
(2.3)
i

where |Ψi i are the possible states the system can be in with respective probabilities pi .
Choosing {|φm i} as an orthonormal basis, the elements of the density matrix can be
written as
X
ρmn =
pi hφm |Ψi ihΨi |φn i = hφm |ρ|φn i.
(2.4)
i

The density matrix is usually presented in the logical basis, where the states |φm i are
the logical states of the qubit. In this case, the diagonal elements of the density matrix
correspond to the state populations. The off-diagonal elements are called coherences and
provide information about the phase relationship between the populations. The density
matrix allows for the description of quantum states which are not pure states, i.e. they
cannot be described as a single state vector but only as a statistical ensemble of different
state vectors, each emerging with probability pi . Such quantum states are called mixed
states.
Distribution of Quantum Information
The key concept of quantum information distribution is the transfer of a quantum state
|Ψi across a network, while preserving the quantum superposition. To physically implement a quantum network, suitable nodes, interfaces and channels are required [18]. A
node is a device in which quantum information can be generated, processed and stored.
The quantum information encoded in “stationary” qubits at one node has to be mapped
onto “flying” qubits via an appropriate interface and then transferred via a quantum
channel to another node. As a result, the individual quantum processors can communicate with each other over the channel. Quantum information can then be distributed in
two ways: First, the quantum state can be directly transferred from one node to another.
Second, entanglement between nodes can first be generated to act as a resource for the
teleportation of a quantum state across the network [19].
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2.1.2. State of the Art in Quantum Network Experiments
Nodes
Quantum systems such as atoms, superconducting qubits, quantum dots or nitrogenvacancy centers can be used to encode stationary qubits [1] [20]. Quantum information
can be stored in these systems for their respective coherence time, which is limited due
to coupling to the environment. One of the most promising approaches to encoding a
stationary qubit is based on the use of two long-lived internal, e.g. electronic, states
of an atom. In terms of using atoms as quantum network nodes, there exist different
schemes, based on single particles like neutral atoms [21] or trapped ions [22] [23], and
other schemes based on ensembles of atoms [24]. In section 2.2, the use of trapped 40 Ca+
ion nodes, is discussed.
Interfaces
Single atoms or ions can also act as single photon sources. Photons are ideally suited
to distribute quantum information as they experience little interaction with one another
and the environment. However, the implementation of an interface, which allows for
the mapping of a quantum state stored in a stationary qubit onto a photon qubit, is
challenging. Schemes for single-photon generation, based on spontaneous emission from
an excited state, have the disadvantage that the spatial uncertainty related to photon
emission results in an inefficient photon collection. Also, in the case of a multi-level
system such as an atom, there can be multiple decay channels available, which results
in an additional spectral uncertainty. One approach for the deterministic generation of
single photons into a well-defined spatial and spectral mode of the radiation field is based
on a proposal by Cirac et al. [11]. Here, the coupling between an atom and a light field
is greatly enhanced by placing the atom inside an optical cavity. The dipole coupling
between the atom and the vacuum cavity field can be used to trigger the generation of a
photon into the cavity mode. In section 2.4 a scheme for single-photon generation based
on a three-level atom, specifically a trapped 40 Ca+ ion, inside a cavity is discussed. Such
a system acts as a coherent light-matter interface, where the quantum state of the atom
can be deterministically mapped onto the emitted photon. Trapped ions are well-suited
systems for the realization of such an interface as the ion’s position within the cavity
standing wave field can be controlled with very high precision [25].
Links
In order to interconnect nodes and distribute information in a quantum network via
photons, a free-space link, e.g via satellites, can be used, which has very recently been
demonstrated experimentally [26]. However, it is often more convenient to use optical
fibers as quantum channels, due to a higher flexibility in terms of the position of the
nodes. One problem of fiber networks is that the absorption in fibers can be large for
optical photons. Quantum frequency conversion (QFC) provides the possibility to convert
the wavelength of a photon to a wavelength, e.g. in the infrared IR-B regime, which
is absorbed significantly less in optical fibers and thus allows for the distribution of
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quantum information over hundreds of kilometers [16] [27]. An additional benefit of QFC
is that different kinds of quantum systems, which emit and absorb photons at specific
and different wavelengths, can be connected in a hybrid quantum network.
Protocols
Basic protocols for the distribution of quantum information across a quantum network
are presented in section 2.5 for quantum networks based on trapped-ion nodes. These
schemes enable state mapping between stationary and flying qubits, and thus the direct
state transfer, as well as the generation of entanglement between remote nodes.

2.2. Trapped Calcium Ions as Network Nodes
Any approximation of a two-level quantum system can be employed to encode a physical
qubit. A multi-level quantum system can be used in the case that two states can be
successfully decoupled from the rest, which is often the case for the electronic levels of an
atom. The electronic levels are non-uniformly spaced and adressable individually with
e.g. narrow linewidth lasers. A good choice for a qubit has proven to be two long-lived
states of the single outer valence electron of a singularly ionized alkaline-earth atom. In
Innsbruck, and several other groups around the world, 40 Ca+ ions confined in a linear
Paul trap are employed as qubits, which is one of the leading ionic species in quantum
information science [28] [29] [30]. In the lab, such trapped-ion systems are among the
most precisely controllable quantum systems available. Trapped-ion qubits exhibit long
coherence and storage times, are addressable individually due to their spacing of a few
µm in the trap, their quantum state can be detected efficiently via electron shelving and
a toolbox of universal gate operations is available for their manipulation [31]. They are
also single-photon sources, which makes them a suitable choice for a quantum network
node [32].

2.2.1. Atomic Level Scheme
The electronic states of an atom are described via the notation n2s+1 lj where n is the
principal quantum number, s is the absolute value of the spin of the electron, l is the
orbital angular momentum and j = |l ± s|. Figure 2.2 provides an overview of the
electronic levels of 40 Ca+ , used in experiments in Innsbruck. In ion trap experiments a
magnetic field of a few Gauss is typically applied to lift the degeneracy of the Zeeman
manifold. Therefore, the magnetic quantum number mj has to be considered as well,
which is not shown in figure 2.2.
An optical qubit is usually encoded in the 42 S1/2 (|1i) ground state and the 32 D5/2 (|0i)
metastable excited state which has a lifetime of τ = 1.168 s [33]. The long lifetime of the
excited state makes this qubit convenient for storing and processing quantum information
as the time it takes to perform gate operations with established methods (typically in the
range of 10 to 100 µs) is significantly shorter than the lifetime of the excited state [31].
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Figure 2.2.: Electronic levels of 40 Ca+ used in experiments in Innsbruck [31]: A stationary qubit is encoded in the 42 S1/2 ground state and the 32 D5/2 metastable excited state.
State detection as well as Doppler cooling can be performed on the electric dipole transition
42 S1/2 ←→ 42 P1/2 with a repumper from 32 D3/2 to 42 P1/2 . Sideband cooling can be performed
on the electric quadrupole transition 42 S1/2 ←→ 32 D5/2 . The gray numbers next to the gray
arrows, which represent the transitions, denote the energy separation of the states in units of
wavelength (top), excited state lifetime (middle) and branching ratio, i.e. the fraction of decays
via the transition with respect to all possible decay channels (bottom).

2.2.2. Trapping and Cooling

Figure 2.3.: 14-ion crystal in a linear Paul trap: The 40 Ca+ ions are confined in the axial
(from the left and right side) and radial direction. The distance between the ions is about 4 µm.
Image taken from [31].

To confine the ions in a linear Paul trap [34], thermal calcium vapour is sprayed into
the trap from a hot oven. Then the atoms are charged in a two-stage photo-ionization
process. One laser has a suitable frequency to excite an electron of the desired calcium
isotope and a second laser takes the electron to the continuum. Doppler laser cooling [35],
which acts to slow down the ions via the scattering of off-resonant photons, is performed
on the dipole transition from the 42 S1/2 to the short-lived 42 P1/2 state (lifetime τ = 7 ns
[36]). In order to avoid the accumulation of population in the long-lived 32 D3/2 state,
a laser on the 42 P1/2 ←→ 32 D3/2 transition acts as a repumper. Under the influence of
Doppler cooling, the charged ions align in the trap, where they are confined in the radial
direction via an RF field oscillating at several 10 MHz. According to Earnshaw’s theorem
[37], it is not possible to confine a charged particle in all three spatial directions using only
static electric fields. However, an average confining force, here in the radial direction,
can be achieved by using a time-varying electric field, oscillating at a rate faster than
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the time it would take the ion to escape the trap. Additional confinement in the axial
direction is achieved via a constant electric field. The resulting effective three-dimensional
confinement corresponds to (approximate) harmonic trapping potentials in three spatial
directions.
A 14-ion string is shown in figure 2.3. Here, a fraction of the 397 nm photons emitted by
the ions during Doppler cooling is detected with a CCD camera. The ions in the string
share many harmonic modes of oscillation. Therefore the ionic qubit in the trap can be
modelled as a two-level atom and three harmonic oscillators, corresponding to the three
spatial directions.

2.2.3. Qubit State Readout
The 42 S1/2 ←→ 42 P1/2 transition at 397 nm is also used to measure the quantum state
of the qubit. In the case that the qubit is in a superposition between 42 S1/2 and 32 D5/2 ,
turning on 397 nm light projects the qubit either into the 42 S1/2 or 32 D5/2 state. If the
qubit is projected into the 42 S1/2 state, the electron is excited by the laser to 42 P1/2 , a
short-lived state, from which it rapidly decays. Many photons are scattered which can be
detected with a CCD camera, as shown in figure 2.3, or a photo-multiplier tube (PMT).
In the case that the electron is projected into the 32 D5/2 state, it does not interact with
the laser light and no light is scattered. This is known as the electron shelving method,
and was first demonstrated for ions in [38] [39] [40].

2.3. Manipulation of the Electronic State of Trapped
Ions With Lasers
As mentioned in the previous section, trapped ions can be manipulated via laser fields.
For example, transitions between the electronic states of an ion at or around optical
frequencies can be driven when a laser interacts with the ion for a certain amount of time.
In this section, theory on the interaction between light and an atom is presented, mainly
based on books by Crispin Gardiner and Peter Zoller [41] [24]. First, the interaction of
a two-level atom with a classical driving field (laser) and the environment is discussed,
which illustrates the coherent population transfer on the long-lived qubit transition and
the effect of dissipative processes. The theory is then extended to three-level atoms, in
which population can be coherently transferred between two long-lived ground states via
off-resonant coupling with two classical driving fields to a short-lived excited state. This
forms the basis for the following section 2.4, where the coupling of a trapped-ion qubit
to a photon qubit, based on population transfer in a three-level atom, is presented.

2.3.1. Light-Atom Interaction in the Dipole Approximation
An electron with mass m, momentum p~, charge −e at location ~x, which is bound to an
atom’s nucleus in a Coulomb potential V (~x), and which interacts with the electromagnetic
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field can be described (in Coulomb gauge) by the Hamiltonian [41]
X
1
1
~ x))2 + V (~x) +
(~p + eA(~
~ωk (â†k âk + ) .
Ĥ =
2
{z
}
|2m
k
|
{z
}
Ĥ
+Ĥ
atom

int

(2.5)

Ĥlight

The terms Ĥatom + Ĥint represent the Hamiltonian of the atom and the coupling to
the electromagnetic field. According to classical electromagnetism and the Lagrangian
formalism, the coupling to the electromagnetic field can be introduced by modifying
~ which is related to the electric field E
~ of the
the momentum by the vector potential A
light [42]. The last term Ĥlight of the Hamiltonian in eq. 2.5 represents the quantized
radiation field, where light is described as a sum of harmonic oscillators, the modes k of
the radiation field with respective frequencies ωk . The creation (annihilation) operator
â†k (âk ) represents the creation (destruction) of a photon in a mode k. To simplify the
interaction between the light field and atom, the long wavelength approximation can be
applied, which is valid for the optical regime of the electromagnetic spectrum, where the
wavelength of the light is much larger than the spatial extent of the atom. As a result,
~ x) is replaced by its value at the origin A(
~ ~0). Performing a unitary
the vector potential A(~
operation, which is basically just a change of basis,
i

~

~

i

~

~

Ĥ 0 = e− ~ A(0)d Ĥe+ ~ A(0)d

(2.6)

d~ = −e~x

(2.7)

where the dipole operator
is introduced, allows the interaction part of the Hamiltonian to be written as
~
Hint = −d~ · E(0)

(2.8)

which is the well-known dipole interaction Hamiltonian [42].
Two-Level Approximation
The energy eigenstates of the atom can be written in Ket-notation |ii where Ei = ~ωi is
the corresponding energy eigenvalue. The Hamiltonian for the atom can then be written
as [41]
X
Ĥatom =
Ei |iihi|
(2.9)
i

and similarly, the dipole operator can be written as
X
− d~ =
d~if |f ihi|.

(2.10)

f,i

As discussed previously, in the case of trapped ions manipulated with lasers, such a
multi-level system can be reduced to a two-level system, due to the non-uniform spacing
of the electronic energy levels and the ability to address two levels individually. Only the
ground state |gi and excited state |ei
 
 
0
1
|gi =
, |ei =
(2.11)
1
0
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are considered with respective energy eigenvalues Eg = ~ωg and Ee = ~ωe . The Hamiltonian for the atom can therefore be written as


~ωe 0
Ĥatom = ~ωg |gihg| + ~ωe |eihe| =
.
(2.12)
0 ~ωg
The dipole operator, which describes the coupling between the ground and excited state
via a dipole transition, can be expressed as
!
~
0 deg
− d~ = d~eg |gihe| + d~ge |eihg| = d~eg σ̂− + d~ge σ̂+ = ~
(2.13)
dge 0
where the operator σ̂− = |gihe| (σ̂+ = |eihg|) de-excites (excites) the atom. Considering
that d~eg = d~∗ge the interaction Hamiltonian can be written as
!
~
0
d~eg · E(0)
Ĥint = ~∗ ~
.
(2.14)
d · E(0)
0
eg

Note, that the form of this equation is also valid for higher order moments, e.g. when
coupling the ground and excited state via an electric quadrupole transition. Here, the
~ i.e. the gradient of the electric field of
interaction Hamiltonian takes the form ~qeg ∇E,
~ couples to the quadrupole moment ~qeg [43]. The following theory is based
the light ∇E
on dipole transitions but is also valid for e.g. quadrupole transition, when considering
the respective coupling terms.

2.3.2. Coherent Manipulation and Dissipative Processes
Semiclassical Approximation: Interaction Between a Strong Classical Driving Field
and a Two-Level Atom
The light field of a laser can be described by a coherent state with many photons [24].
Adding or subtracting a single photon by applying â or â† basically does not change
the state of the light field. Therefore, it is sufficient to treat the interaction between a
laser field and atom semiclassically. Since in that case there is no Hamiltonian associated
with the classical light field, the total Hamiltonian describing the situation consists of
the Hamiltonian for the atom and the coupling between atom and light field:
!
~
~ωe
d~eg · E(0)
Ĥ = ~∗ ~
(2.15)
deg · E(0)
~ωg
Considering a monochromatic electromagnetic field, the coupling terms can be written
as [41]
~ t) = 2iE cos(ωt)
d~eg · E(0,
(2.16)
where ω is the frequency of the light. The Hamiltonian can be transformed into a rotating reference frame (interaction picture), denoted by ∼, where the time dependence is
absorbed in a unitary transformation:


−∆ − 21 Ω
˜
(2.17)
Ĥ = ~
− 12 Ω
0
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Only the evolution of the electronic state of the atom due to the interaction between the
light field and atom is then considered. Terms in the Hamiltonian where the light field
approximately co-rotates with the reference frame are kept while rapidly oscillating (at
the sum of the atomic and light frequencies) terms can be neglected as they correspond
to non-resonant processes [41]. In eq. 2.17, ∆ = ω − ωeg is the detuning between laser
frequency ω and atomic transition frequency ωeg = ωe − ωg and
~
|d~eg · E|
|2E|
=
(2.18)
~
~
is the Rabi frequency, which quantifies the coupling strength between the atom and light
field.
Ω=

Unitary Evolution and Spontaneous Decay
In the case that no information is lost to the environment, the dynamics of a quantum
system, e.g. laser-driven dynamics on the long-lived qubit transition of an ion, can be
described by unitary operations
i
Û (t) = e− ~ Ĥt
(2.19)
under a Hamiltonian Ĥ 1 . This is just the solution to the Schrödinger equation for a
time-independent Hamiltonian. The time-evolved density matrix of the quantum system
can then be written as
ρ(t) = Û (t)ρ(t = 0)Û † (t).
(2.20)
However, a quantum system in the lab cannot be shielded from interaction with its
environment, which can lead to unwanted dissipative processes. One important example,
amplitude damping, describes an atom in the excited state coupling to the vacuum and
undergoing spontaneous emission. Here, the excited state can decay to the ground state
by emission of a single photon which carries away any information about the superposition
state. All possible states get mapped onto the ground state and if the photon is not
detected all quantum information is lost to the environment. Such a process is described
by a non-unitary operation on the quantum system.
In general, the evolution of the quantum state of a system, which experiences coupling
to its environment, can be expressed via a Master equation formalism. Such a Master
equation describes the time evolution of all elements of the density matrix. The Master
equation in Lindblad form [17] is given by
X
i
dρ
(2.21)
= − [Ĥ, ρ] +
(2L̂j ρL̂†j − L̂†j L̂j ρ − ρL̂†j L̂j )
dt
~
j
where L̂j are Lindblad operators, which represent the coupling between the system and
the environment.
The Master equation for a two-level atom interacting with a laser (unitary evolution) and
the environment through spontaneous emission is given by
dρ
i
Γ
= − [Ĥ, ρ] + (2σ̂− ρσ̂+ − σ̂+ σ̂− ρ − ρσ̂+ σ̂− )
dt
~
2
1

(2.22)

This is valid on timescales much shorter than the lifetime of the qubit and when using a laser with a
coherence time much longer than these timescales.
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p
where Γ/2σ̂− is the appropriate Lindblad operator as it takes the atom from excited
to ground state with spontaneous emission rate Γ.
The spontaneous emission rate can be described by Fermi’s golden rule in the dipole
approximation in free space and vacuum as [24]
Γ=

3 ~ 2
ωeg
|deg |
.
3π0 ~c3

(2.23)

The solutions to the Master equation in eq. 2.22 are the optical Bloch equations. They
allow for the description of the unitary evolution of the system due to the driving field
as well as the coupling to the environment, which can be expressed via damping terms.
Using the Hamiltonian 2.17 in eq. 2.22 leads to the optical Bloch equations in a rotating
reference frame:


 
iΩ
Γ
(ρ̃
−
ρ̃
)
−
Γρ̃
−
(ρ̃
−
ρ̃
)
+
iδ
ρ̃
−
ρ̃
ρ̃˙ ee ρ̃˙ eg
− iΩ
eg
ge
ee
gg
ee
eg
eg
2
2
2
(2.24)
=
− iΩ
(ρ̃ee − ρ̃gg ) + iδ ρ̃ge − Γ2 ρ̃ge
− iΩ
(ρ̃ge − ρ̃eg ) + Γρ̃ee
ρ̃˙ ge ρ̃˙ gg
2
2
Solving this system of coupled differential equations provides e.g. information about the
evolution of the excited state population of the two-level atom. In the case that Γ = 0,
i.e. spontaneous emission is neglected and only the unitary part of the time evolution is
considered, Rabi oscillations [24] between the ground and excited state occur.
ρ ee
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2π

Figure 2.4.: Time evolution of the excited state population of a two-level atom as given by
the optical Bloch equations without damping for ∆ = 0 (green), ∆ = Ω (purple) and ∆ = 2Ω
(orange). Here, the time axis is given in units of Rabi time (1/Ω).

Rabi oscillations for different detunings are shown in figure 2.4, where initally all population is in the ground state. In the case that the frequency of the laser is exactly on
resonance with the atomic transition frequency, such that ∆ = 0, the frequency of these
oscillations is given by the Rabi frequency Ω. If the laser frequency is detuned from the
transition frequency, the oscillation frequency increases. The effective Rabi frequency,
with which the population of the excited state oscillates, is given by
√
Ωeff = Ω2 + ∆2 .
(2.25)
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The maximum excitation probability decreases with detuning and is given by
Pmax =

Ω2
.
Ω2eff

(2.26)

If Γ 6= 0, coupling to the environment will result in a damping of the Rabi oscillations,
as shown in figure 2.5. For small decay rates, Rabi oscillations are still visible but on a
long timescale, population cannot be moved between ground and excited state any more.
ρ ee
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Figure 2.5.: Time evolution of the excited state population of a two-level atom as given by
the optical Bloch equations for ∆ = 0 with damping rate Γ = 0 (green), Γ = 0.1Ω (purple) and
Γ = 0.5Ω (orange).

2.3.3. Raman Transitions in a Three-Level Atom

Figure 2.6.: Three-level Λ-type system: |g1 i and |g2 i represent two long-lived states, which
are off-resonantly coupled (detuning ∆) with two driving fields with Rabi frequencies Ω1 and
Ω2 via a short-lived excited state |ei.

In section 2.4, the implementation of a deterministic single photon source based on a
three-level atom will be presented. Therefore, first a theory extension to three-level atoms
is provided. In a “Λ-type” three-level system, shown in figure 2.6, with two long-lived
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ground states, a coherent transfer of population between the ground states is possible, by
means of off-resonant coupling to a short-lived excited state, using two driving fields. In
such a “Raman process”, the off-resonant coupling allows population of the excited state
and therefore spontaneous emission from that state to be suppressed. In the context of
quantum networks, a Raman process can be used to coherently map quantum information
from an atomic qubit to a photon qubit, by replacing one of the drive lasers with an optical
cavity (section 2.4). Another important application of Raman processes is driving nonoptical transitions, for which lasers are unavailable.
Population
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Figure 2.7.: Dynamics of the populations of a three-level system under the Hamiltonian 2.28:
The population of |g1 i (green), |g2 i (orange) and |ei (purple) is shown as a function of the Rabi
time for Ω1 = Ω2 and a detuning ∆ = 25Ω1 .

Equivalent to the theory of a two-level atom interacting with a classical light field, a
Hamiltonian for a three-level atom, with energy eigenstates
 
 
 
1
0
0
|g1 i = 0 , |ei = 1 , |g2 i = 0 ,
(2.27)
0
0
1
interacting with two classical light fields can be derived in a rotating reference frame as


1
~Ω
0
0
1
2
˜
(2.28)
Ĥ =  12 ~Ω1 −~∆ 21 ~Ω2  .
1
~Ω2
0
0
2
The two driving fields with coupling strengths Ω1 and Ω2 are detuned by ∆ from the
excited state |ei, which has a total spontaneous emission rate Γ taking into account the
two possible decay channels in the three-level system. This Hamiltonian corresponds
to a situation where the difference in the two driving frequencies is equal to the transition frequency between |g1 i and |g2 i2 , as indicated in figure 2.6. In the case of large
detunings, i.e. ∆ >> Ω1 , Ω2 , Γ, the excited state can be adiabatically eliminated in the
2

In reality, the energy shift of the atomic levels due to the AC Stark effect induced by off-resonant
driving has to be considered.
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calculation and an effective two-level system is obtained, where the population of |g1 i
and |g2 i coherently oscillates with an effective Rabi frequency [13]
Ωeff =

Ω1 Ω2
2∆

(2.29)

which is shown in figure 2.7.
The effective decay rate of the excited state can be approximated by [12]
Γeff

Ω21
≈
Γ.
4∆2

(2.30)

In summary, the effective Rabi frequency decreases with increasing detuning as Ω1 /∆,
whereas the effective decay rate decreases as (Ω1 /∆)2 . It is therefore always possible to
achieve an effective Rabi frequency which is larger than the rate of spontaneous decay
for large detunings, even if the Rabi frequency Ω2 of the second laser field is small.

2.4. Coupling a Trapped-Ion Qubit to a Photon Qubit
The theory on three-level atoms from the previous section lays the groundwork for the
theory on the implementation of a light-matter interface for quantum networking, which
is presented in this section. In contrast to before, where the two ground states of a threelevel atom were coupled with two drive lasers, here one of the lasers is replaced by an
optical cavity.
An optical cavity or optical resonator is an arrangement of mirrors, where light can be
confined and stored. The simplest cavity consists of two mirrors, which reflect light back
and forth such that a standing wave forms inside. Only the longitudinal modes of the
cavity, which satisfy the resonance condition
nλ = 2L,

(2.31)

where n is an integer, λ is the wavelength of the light and 2L is the optical round trip
path length, can constructively interfere inside the cavity. In this section, first the theory
of cavity quantum electrodynamics (cavity QED) is briefly introduced. This is followed
by theory on the cavity-mediated Raman process, which allows for the coupling of a
trapped-ion qubit inside an optical cavity to a photon qubit.

2.4.1. Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics
To enhance the coupling between a mode of the electromagnetic field and a two-level
atom, the atom can be placed inside an optical cavity. The interaction of the atom and
light inside the cavity is described by the theory of cavity QED, where the light field now
has to be treated quantum mechanically, as presented in eq. 2.5. In the following, the
interaction between an atom inside a cavity and a single cavity mode is considered. Here,
the dynamics of the atom are only affected by a single mode, which is close to the atomic
transition frequency. A single mode radiation field can be described by its electric field
~ x) = i(F(~
~ x)â + F
~ ∗ (~x)â† )
E(~
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~ x) is the appropriate spatial mode function for the cavity [24]. From the interwhere F(~
action Hamiltonian in eq. 2.143 , and the expression for the quantized electric field from
eq. 2.32, one can derive a single-mode interaction Hamiltonian
~ â + F
~ ∗ â† ).
Ĥint = i(d~eg σ̂− + +d~∗eg σ̂+ )(F

(2.33)

An important approximation, which can be made, is the rotating wave approximation,
where terms like σ+ â† and σ− â are omitted. Considering that the photon energy is close
to the energy between the electronic levels, such terms describe non-resonant processes,
which are suppressed. Mathematically, the rotating wave approximation (RWA) can be
justified by transforming into the interaction picture, where these exact terms oscillate
very fast, at the sum of the atomic and light frequencies, such that the average effect
vanishes [24]. The single mode interaction Hamiltonian in rotating wave approximation
can then be expressed as
Ĥint = ~g(σ̂+ â + σ̂− â† )
(2.34)
where

~
|d~eg · F|
(2.35)
~
quantifies the coupling strength. The complete Hamiltonian, including the atomic part
and single-mode radiation field is given by the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian [44]
g=

ĤJC = ~ωg |gihg| + ~ωe |eihe| + ~ωâ† â + ~g(â† σ̂− + âσ̂+ ).

(2.36)

The Hilbert space has the basis states |g, ni and |e, ni, which describe the state of the atom
and number of photons in the cavity mode. The states of the light field correspond to the
equidistantly spaced energy levels of a harmonic oscillator, where the lowest energy level
corresponds to the vacuum state, i.e. no photons in the cavity. The Jaynes-Cummings
Hamiltonian can be diagonalized in the basis of the dressed states, which for n = 1 photon
in the cavity take the form
|+, 1i = + cos(θ/2)|e, 0i + sin(θ/2)|g, 1i
|−, 1i = − sin(θ/2)|e, 0i + cos(θ/2)|g, 1i

(2.37)

where

2g
Ωvac
=−
(2.38)
δ
δ
with the vacuum Rabi frequency Ωvac and detuning between cavity and atom δ = ω −ωeg .
If δ = 0, the eigenstates are |±, 1i = √12 (|g, 1i ± |e, 0i) and the system undergoes Rabi
oscillations with a frequency Ωvac between the basis states, when initially prepared in
either one of the basis states.
tan(θ) = −

3

Here, the position dependence of the electric field should not be omitted as the coupling depends
strongly on the ion’s position within the cavity. Maximum coupling is achieved when the ion is very
~ describes the value of the mode
cold and at an antinode in the focus of the cavity. In the following, F
function at which the coupling is maximized.
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Dissipation

Figure 2.8.: Dynamics of an atom-cavity system: g represents the coupling between the twolevel atom and cavity, Γ is the decay rate of the atom and κ corresponds to the cavity decay
rate.

The interaction of an atom-cavity system with the environment is described via two
processes: First, the atom can decay by emission of a photon into a field mode not
confined by the cavity. Second, the electromagnetic field mode inside the cavity can couple
to the input and output fields through a partially transmissive
cavity
p mirror. These two
p
processes are described by the Lindblad operators Γ/2σ̂− and κ/2â, respectively,
where κ corresponds to the rate of photon decay out of the cavity. Therefore, there
exist three parameters which determine the dynamics of such an atom-cavity system,
as illustrated in figure 2.8: The coupling strength g between atom and cavity and the
decay rates Γ and κ. The case g >> Γ, κ describes the strong coupling regime, where
coherent evolution is dominant over dissipative effects. In quantum network experiments
it is important to find a balance between these parameters, such that photons can both
be created and sent out of the cavity at a convenient rate. The cavity decay rate depends
on the properties of the mirrors via [45]
κ=

cπ
FL

(2.39)

where c is the speed of light, F is the Finesse, a parameter related to the total round
trip losses in a cavity, and L is the optical path length of the cavity. The atom-cavity
coupling constant g is inversely proportional to the mode volume in a cavity Lω02 π/4,
where ω0 is the waist radius, the smallest beam radius at the focus of the cavity mode.
The maximum coupling constant can be calculated as [25]
s
cΓλ2
g=
.
(2.40)
π 2 Lω02
If the mode volume and therefore the cavity length decreases, the coupling strength
between atom and cavity increases. In ion-trap experiments it is difficult to achieve
strong coupling as reducing the cavity length too much can result in the dielectric cavity
mirrors perturbing the trapping potential.
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2.4.2. Cavity-Mediated Raman Process

Figure 2.9.: Three electronic states of 40 Ca+ which are involved in the cavity-mediated Raman
process: A 393 nm drive laser off-resonantly couples the 42 S1/2 and 42 P3/2 levels and the ion
off-resonantly couples to the cavity on the 854 nm transition, connecting the states 42 P3/2 and
32 D5/2 , which triggers the generation of a photon. The two long-lived states 42 S1/2 and 32 D5/2
are the basis states of the 729 nm optical qubit (stationary qubit).

A three-level atom in a Λ-configuration placed inside an optical cavity provides a possibility for the implementation of a coherent light-matter interface for quantum networking.
In order to realize a photon link between trapped-ion nodes, a deterministic single photon
generation process is desired. This can be achieved via a cavity-mediated Raman process,
where an optical cavity provides coherent coupling such that a photon is emitted into a
spatially and spectrally well-defined output mode.
The process is similar to the Raman process discussed in section 2.3.3, where |g1 i and
|g2 i are two long-lived states of a three-level Λ-type system, the stationary qubit basis
states, and |ei is a short-lived excited state. In contrast to before however, here only one
arm of the Raman transition from |g1 i to |ei is off-resonantly driven by a laser with Rabi
frequency Ω1 . The other arm of the transition is off-resonantly driven by coupling to the
vacuum field of the cavity with coupling constant g. As before, the excited state can
be adiabatically eliminated for a large detuning ∆ >> Ω1 , g. If the difference in driving
frequencies is equal to the transition frequency between |g1 i and |g2 i the dynamics of the
cavity mediated Raman transition in a rotating reference frame can be described by a
Jaynes-Cummings type interaction Hamiltonian
˜
Ĥ = ~Ωeff (|g1 ihg2 |â + |g2 ihg1 |â† ).

(2.41)

Population is directly transferred between |g1 i and |g2 i with an effective Rabi frequency
Ωeff =

18

gΩ1
2∆

(2.42)
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in direct analogy to eq. 2.29, where the second laser field is now replaced by the atomcavity coupling g. In the case that the electron is initially in state |g1 i, the drive laser
off-resonantly couples the states |g1 i and |ei and the atom couples to the cavity on the
|ei ←→ |g2 i transition, which triggers the generation of a photon, denoted by â† , into
the cavity mode (|g1 , 0i −→ |g2 , 1i). In the case that the electron is initially in the |g2 i
state and there is no photon in the cavity4 , it does not couple to the Raman laser and
no photon emission is triggered. As before, the effective decay rate from the excited
state |ei is given by eq. 2.30. There are now two conditions for a coherent population
transfer. First, Ωeff >> Γeff to suppress spontaneous emission into modes not confined
by the cavity, which can be achieved by increasing the detuning. Second, Ωeff > κ such
that the transfer is complete before the photon completely leaves the cavity [25].
In 40 Ca+ , a cavity-mediated Raman transition can be realized involving the 42 S1/2 , 42 P3/2
and 32 D5/2 levels. One arm of the Raman transition, from 42 S1/2 to 42 P3/2 , is offresonantly driven by a 393 nm laser and the other arm of the Raman transition, from
42 P3/2 to 32 D5/2 (854 nm), is off-resonantly driven by the cavity. After emission of an
854 nm photon, the electron is in the metastable excited state 32 D5/2 of the 729 nm optical
qubit. In free space, the emission from the 42 P3/2 state would lead to an 854 nm photon
only in 5.3 % of the cases, as reflected by the branching ratio shown in fig. 2.2. The
photon emission on this transition can be greatly enhanced as a result of the coupling to
the cavity.
When implementing such a cavity-mediated Raman process in the lab, there are requirements to how frequency-narrow and frequency-stable (relatively and absolutely stable)
the two arms of the Raman transition should be. This frequency-stability can be achieved
via laser locking. In chapter 4 our approach to frequency-stabilize the cavity-mediated
Raman process via a transfer lock scheme is presented, which is the main focus of the
work done in the course of this master’s thesis.

2.5. Trapped-Ion Quantum Network Protocols
Two approaches to building a quantum network based on cavity-enhanced trapped-ion
nodes will now be presented. One approach is based on the direct transfer of a quantum
state via state mapping from an atom onto a photon and vice versa. Such a protocol can
be considered deterministic over short distances [14]. Over longer distances photon loss
leads to a decrease of success probability of the protocol. A second model is based on a
coincidence detection of two photons, entangled with two remote ions, after interference at
a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) [15]. In this scheme, two remote ions are probabilistically
projected into an entangled state [22]. This pair of entangled nodes can then be used as
a resource for the teleportation of quantum information. Even though this protocol is
probabilistic, the successful cases are heralded.

4

If there is a photon in the cavity, the reverse process can take place where the photon is annihilated,
denoted by â, and the drive laser takes the atom back to |g1 i. When the photon stays in the cavity
for a long enough time it is possible to observe Rabi oscillations.
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Figure 2.10.: a) Quantum state transfer: 1. Preparation of the ion in a superposition of |Si
and |S 0 i via two 729 nm laser pulses (green) 2. Off-resonant coupling to |P i and |P 0 i via a
bichromatic Raman field (blue) 3. Decay to the |Di state, where a horizontally (H) or vertically
(V) polarized photon is emitted (pink). b) Ion-Photon Entanglement: 1. Off-resonant coupling
of the states |Si and |P i via a bichromatic Raman field (blue) 2. Decay to the |Di and |D0 i
state, where a horizontally (H) or vertically (V) polarized photon is emitted (pink).

2.5.1. Quantum State Transfer From an Ion to a Photon
In section 2.4.2, the deterministic generation of a single photon via a cavity-mediated
Raman process was presented. When the ion is initially in state |g1 i, the drive laser
couples the ion on the |g1 i ←→ |ei transition and the ion couples to the cavity on the
|ei ←→ |g2 i transition, which triggers the generation of a photon into the cavity mode.
In the case that the ion is initially in the |g2 i state, the ion does not couple to the drive
laser and no photon emission is triggered. Therefore, when preparing a superposition
of |g1 i and |g2 i, the cavity-mediated Raman process maps this superposition onto a
superposition of having |0i and |1i photons in the cavity. The flying qubit is therefore
encoded in the photon number states |0i and |1i. The photon then leaves the cavity
through a partially transmissive cavity mirror and can be sent through an optical fiber
channel to another ion-cavity system, where the photon can be absorbed and its quantum
state can be mapped onto the other ion in the reverse process. However, photon losses
in the channel are mistakenly counted as photon state |0i, reducing the transfer fidelity,
which describes the overlap between the initial ion and final photon state. A more robust
approach is based on encoding the flying qubit in two different states of a single photon,
e.g. two orthogonal polarization states.
In [14], mapping of the quantum state encoded in a trapped-ion qubit onto the polarization state of a photon qubit, was experimentally realized. The authors were able to
achieve transfer fidelities of 92%. In the protocol described in the paper, which is illustrated in figure 2.10a, a superposition of the electronic states |Si = |42 S1/2 , mj = −1/2i
and |S 0 i = |42 S1/2 , mj = +1/2i of the ion is first prepared, using a laser on the 729 nm
qubit transition in a two-stage process.
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Via a bichromatic cavity-mediated Raman process, the superposition state is mapped
onto a superposition of photon polarization states |Hi and |V i
(cos(θ/2)|Si + eiφ cos(θ/2)|S 0 i) ⊗ |0i −→ |Di ⊗ (cos(θ/2)|Hi + eiφ cos(θ/2)|V i) (2.43)
where the superposition’s phase and amplitude is preserved and no information remains
in the ion after the mapping process. Here, φ is the phase of the laser which prepares
the superposition of the two states |Si and |S 0 i, and θ can be chosen by controlling
how long this laser interacts with the ion for. The mapping process is implemented by
driving two Raman transitions which couple the states |Si and |S 0 i to the same final
state |Di = |32 D5/2 , mj = +1/2i via two intermediate states |P i = |42 P3/2 , mj = −1/2i
and |P 0 i = |42 P3/2 , mj = +1/2i. Specifically, the Raman laser field is bichromatic, where
the frequency difference is given by the energy difference between |Si and |S 0 i. An initial
state |Si (|S 0 i) results in the emission of a horizontally (vertically) polarized single photon,
when projected into the optical cavity direction (perpendicular to the quantization axis
set by the applied DC magnetic field).

2.5.2. Ion-Photon Entanglement and Remote Ion-Ion Entanglement
In [15] the experimental realization of entanglement between a trapped 40 Ca+ ion qubit
and photon qubit is presented. The authors were able to create entangled states with
fidelities of 97.4(2)%5 , which describe the overlap between the generated state and a
maximally-entangled Bell state. In this protocol the ion is first prepared in the state
|Si = |42 S1/2 , mj = −1/2i. Then, a bichromatic Raman and cavity field couples the
ground state simultaneously to the two states |Di = |32 D5/2 , mj = −3/2i and |D0 i =
|32 D5/2 , mj = −5/2i via the intermediate state |P i = |42 P3/2 , mj = −3/2i. Here, the
frequency difference between the two Raman fields corresponds to the energy difference
between |Di and |D0 i. If the final state of the transition is |Di (|D0 i) a horizontally
(vertically) polarized photon is emitted into the cavity, as shown in figure 2.10b. The
state created via the protocol is given by
|Si ⊗ |0i −→ (cos(θ/2)|DHi + eiφ cos(θ/2)|D0 V i)

(2.44)

where θ is determined by the ratio of coupling strengths of the two Raman transitions
and φ is related to the relative phase of the Raman fields.
Such an ion-photon entangled state can then be used to produce remote ion-ion entanglement between two nodes in a quantum network. The states of two ions in two different
traps, each entangled with a photon, can be written as:
|Ψ1 i = α1 |D1 H1 i + β1 |D10 V1 i
|Ψ2 i = α2 |D2 H2 i + β2 |D20 V2 i

(2.45)

As shown in figure 2.11, the two photons are overlapped at a PBS, which e.g. transmits
horizontally polarized and reflects vertically polarized photons. The total system state
before the PBS is described by a product state
|Ψ1 Ψ2 i = α1 α2 |D1 H1 D2 H2 i + α1 β2 |D1 H1 D20 V2 i+
β1 α2 |D10 V1 D2 H2 i + β1 β2 |D10 V1 D20 V2 i.
5

The classical threshold is at 50 %.
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2. Quantum Networks
Placing one photodetector at each of the output ports of the PBS provides the possibility
to measure either one photon at each detector or two photons at one of the detectors. In
the case of detecting a photon at each output port, it is not possible to know if either
both photons were transmitted or both were reflected at the PBS, such that only the first
and last term in eq. 2.46 contribute. The two remote ions are then projected into an
entangled state
1
(α1 α2 |D1 D2 i + β1 β2 |D10 D20 i).
|Ψi = p
2
2
|α1 α2 | + |β1 β2 |

(2.47)

In the other case, when one photon is transmitted and one is reflected, such that both
photons emerge in the same output path of the PBS, information about which photon
came from where is available and the ions are simply projected into a product state.
Therefore, this scheme is probabilistic, where a coincidence detection after the PBS heralds the success of the protocol. In order for this protocol to work, there must be no way
of knowing which photodetector click came from which photon source.

Figure 2.11.: The coincidence detection of two photons after the PBS projects two remote
ions into an entangled state.
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3.1. Basic Principles of Laser Operation
The frequency-stabilization of a cavity-mediated Raman process via a transfer lock scheme,
which is presented in detail in chapter 4, is based on the frequency-stabilization of two
lasers. In order to provide the necessary theory background, this chapter is concerned
with the basic mechanisms behind the operation of a laser, schemes to frequency-stabilize
a laser to an appropriate reference and approaches to characterize the frequency-stability
of a locked laser system.
In this first section, the operation principles of diode lasers and titanium sapphire (Ti:Sa)
lasers are introduced, as these two types of lasers are used in the course of this thesis to
implement a transfer lock. Two spectral characteristics of a laser, which are important in
quantum information experiments, are the linewidth and drift of a laser. Noise processes
which affect these parameters are also presented in this section.

3.1.1. General Principles

Figure 3.1.: a) Basic principle of laser operation: A gain medium inside the laser cavity is
pumped (green) which results in population inversion. Laser light (red) is transmitted through
a partially transmissive output-coupler mirror of the laser cavity. b) The gain profile of a laser
is illustrated in pink. The modes of the laser cavity are shown in green. Modes which exceed
the lasing threshold (blue line) can start lasing.

The light emitted by a laser exhibits high intensity, and high temporal and spatial coherence, which manifests in monochromaticity and strong spatial confinement [46]. The
principle of a laser is based on the stimulated emission of photons, which requires three
components: a gain medium, a pump and an optical cavity, as presented in figure 3.1a.
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Photons are generated via spontaneous emission in a gain medium when an emitter, e.g.
an atom, transitions from an excited state to a lower lying energy state. By adding energy to the system, the pump generates population inversion in the gain medium, which
means that over 50 % of the emitters are in the excited state. The pumping process
can e.g. be optical, typical for solid-state lasers, or via electrical current, often used in
diode lasers. When population inversion is achieved, a spontaneously emitted photon can
stimulate the emission of another photon which has the same frequency, direction, phase
and polarization as the first, by triggering the de-excitation of an emitter in the gain
medium. An optical cavity acts as a filter, where inside only modes satisfying the resonance condition interfere constructively and are thus amplified. The reflected photons
can trigger the emission of other coherent photons, which leads to a chain reaction.
Which cavity mode starts to lase, depends on its position within the gain profile of the
laser, as shown in figure 3.1b. The gain profile describes the radiation amplification as
a function of the frequency, and its center frequency and shape is determined by the
properties of the gain medium. A limited number of cavity modes possess the required
intensity to be able to start lasing, such that the laser output is dominated by stimulated
emission. The lasing threshold is surpassed when the gain exceeds the sum of all losses
per cavity roundtrip, the most dominant of which are absorption and scattering of light
as well as transmission at the laser cavity mirrors. Modes which are further away from
the center of the gain profile often don’t emerge with enough power to be amplified.
Single-mode operation can be achieved by frequency selective feedback, as presented
in section 3.2.3, or by inserting an intracavity filter, e.g. an etalon (basically another
cavity) [47]. One of the mirrors of the laser cavity is used as an output coupler, where
some fraction of the light resonating inside the cavity is transmitted. Lasers are operated
either in a continuous way (cw for continuous wave) or produce short, e.g. < 10−13 s [48],
intense pulses. The work in this thesis is mainly concerned with cw lasers, except section
3.3.2, where the theory of frequency combs, based on pulsed lasers, is briefly presented.

3.1.2. Diode Laser

Figure 3.2.: Basic principle of a laser diode: A forward-biased p-n junction is shown, where
in between the p- and n-doped materials a depletion region forms. When the voltage applied
across the junction is sufficiently high, laser light (yellow) is emitted from the depletion region
(active layer). The left and right side of this junction is polished to form a laser cavity.
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A laser diode consists of a forward-biased junction between positively- (p-) and negatively(n-)doped semiconductor materials [46], as illustrated in figure 3.2. Once a voltage is applied across the diode, electrons and holes are injected from opposite sites into a depletion
region between the two differently-doped regions. Electrons are injected from the n-doped
material and holes are injected from the p-doped material. Holes in the valence band
recombine with electrons from the conduction band in the “active layer” which results in
the emission of photons. These photons are approximately monoenergetic and centered
around a frequency which corresponds to the bandgap energy. If the bias voltage, and
thus the corresponding “injection current”, is sufficiently high, the electron concentration
in the conduction band exceeds the electron concentration in the valence band, such that
population inversion is achieved. The sides of a laser diode are polished to form an optical
cavity, with one highly- and one partially-reflective surface. Photons are reflected many
times, stimulate the recombination of electron-hole pairs in the active layer and lasing
can occur.

3.1.3. Titanium Sapphire Laser

Figure 3.3.: a) Transitions involved in the lasing process of a Ti:Sa laser: A green laser takes
the population from A to B (electronic transition), which is followed by the emission of phonons
while the titanium ion displaces its position to C. An electronic transition from C to D occurs,
where a photon in the red is emitted. This is followed by another emission of phonons such that
the population returns to A. b) Absorption band (black) and emission band (red) of a Ti:Sa
laser: The bands are well separated which avoids self-absorption. The wide tuning range of the
laser is defined by the emission band. Images taken from [48].

Ti:Sa lasers are solid-state lasers, which can emit at multi-Watt cw powers and are among
the most widely tunable lasers available [48]. The gain medium consists of a sapphire
(Al2 O3 ) crystal which is doped with titanium ions (Ti3+ ), substituting for aluminium.
The lasing transition involves two electronic levels of the Ti3+ ion. Population inversion
is achieved by pumping the gain medium optically with a green laser. Once the titanium
ion is pumped to the excited state, it displaces its position with respect to the oxygen
atoms in the crystal lattice to be able to minimize the system energy. The displacement
of the titanium ion is accompanied by the emission of phonons. Next, the titanium
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ion undergoes an electronic transition from the excited state to a high vibrationallyexcited level of the electronic ground state. As a result, a Stokes-shifted photon with
longer wavelength, in the red, is emitted. The ion then quickly relaxes to the vibronic
ground state by emitting phonons, which leaves the final state of the photon transition
basically unpopulated, making it easy to achieve population inversion. These processes
are illustrated in figure 3.3a. The possibility to populate many vibronic states gives rise
to broad absorption and emission spectra, as shown in figure 3.3b. The broad emission
spectrum allows for the wide tuning range of the Ti:Sa laser. The output wavelength can
be tuned e.g. by rotating a birefringent filter inside the laser cavity, which introduces
a wavelength-dependent loss [47]. Due to the well-separated absorption and emission
bands, there is very little self absorption, which allows for high output powers.

3.1.4. Laser Linewidth and Drift
The linewidth ∆ν of a single-mode cw laser is typically defined as the full width at
half-maximum (FWHM) of the laser’s optical spectrum. The minimum possible FWHM
linewidth, derived by Schawlow and Townes is given by [49]
∆ν =

4πhf (δν)2
Pout

(3.1)

where f is the center frequency of the laser light, Pout is the laser output power and δν is
FWHM linewidth of the laser cavity. The Schawlow-Townes linewidth is derived under
the assumption that only spontaneous emission, which introduces phase noise into the
laser mode, contributes to the laser linewidth. In reality, this limit is difficult to reach as
there are many noise sources which contribute to a laser’s linewidth. Such noise sources
include e.g. temperature fluctuations, vibrations and pressure fluctuations, which can e.g.
affect the length of the laser cavity or shift the gain profile, which changes the wavelength
of the light on respective timescales associated with the nature of the noise.

Figure 3.4.: Noise processes that affect lasers in the lab with their characteristic timescales
based on information provided in [50].

In figure 3.4, some important noise processes affecting the frequency-stability of lasers
in the lab are visualized, with characteristic timescales [50]. A measurement of a laser
spectrum, which is discussed in section 3.3, is done within a certain measurement time,
usually from a few hundred microseconds to seconds long. Fast noise processes like
high frequency acoustic vibrations happen on a faster timescale, such that the measured
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spectrum of the laser is broadened. Slow noise processes, like temperature changes in the
lab lead to drifts of the laser wavelength between individual measurements. A linewidth
measurement should therefore always be stated in combination with the timescale of
measurement, as the result depends strongly on it. Even though there exist many noise
sources that broaden the linewidth of a laser, narrow linewidths can still be achieved by
actively stabilizing the laser to a reference, which is discussed in section 3.2.

3.2. Frequency-Stabilization of a Laser
Stabilizing a laser to a frequency reference allows its linewidth to be narrowed and its
drift rate to be compensated (to a certain extent). This section focuses on the three
components, which are required for laser stabilization: A frequency reference, a locking
scheme, and feedback elements to control the frequency of the laser.

3.2.1. An Optical Cavity as a Frequency Reference
The frequency-stabilization of a laser is often implemented via a locking scheme which employs a well-isolated and self-stable optical cavity as a frequency reference. A cavity acts
as a filter and transmits light only at certain wavelengths corresponding to the longitudinal modes of the cavity, which satisfy the resonance condition (eq. 2.31). Temperaturecontrolled optical cavities with ULE (ultra-low expansion glass) mirror spacers placed in
vacuum provide very high short-term length stability, as the cavity is well isolated from
acoustic noise, temperature fluctuations and air pressure fluctuations, which can result
in changes of the optical path length of the cavity and thus changes of the resonance
frequency.
By using a control loop, where an error signal is derived from the cavity resonance signal,
feedback can be applied to the laser to keep it locked to the cavity resonance. However,
aging-related drifts of the reference-cavity limit the long-term stability of such a laser
lock. As a result, a laser stabilized to a reference-cavity will drift along with the cavity.
Cavity Modes and Stability
A stability criterion for a two-mirror cavity derived from ray optics, which describes the
ability for light to be confined, is given by [46]
0 ≤ g1 g2 ≤ 1

(3.2)

where g1 and g2 are the stability parameters for the two cavity mirrors which can be
calculated as
L
.
(3.3)
gi = 1 −
rc,i
Here rc,i is the radius of curvature of mirror i. Planar-mirror cavities, where the radii
of curvature approach infinity, are on the edge of the stability regime and display a high
sensitivity to misalignement. Therefore, at least one of the mirrors of a cavity is typically
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curved, which provides a more stable configuration for the confinement of light, less
sensitive to beam misalignement, under the geometrical conditions introduced by 3.3.
The modes of a cavity are the solutions to the paraxial Helmholtz equation under the
boundary conditions imposed by the cavity mirrors [46]. The curvature of the wavefront
of the cavity mode at both mirrors has to match the mirror curvatures, in order for the
light field to be able to self-consistently exist inside the optical cavity. The simplest
solution is the Gaussian beam. The electric field of a Gaussian beam at a radial distance
ρ from the center axis and axial distance z from the beam focus, as shown in figure 3.5a,
is given by
2
w0 − w2ρ2(z) −ikz− 2rikρ(z)
+iζ(z)
c
e
e
.
(3.4)
E(ρ, z) = A0
w(z)

Figure 3.5.: a) Electric field distribution of a Gaussian beam (TEM00 ) along the radial (ρ) and
axial (z) direction. The radial intensity profile is a Gaussian distribution with width 2w(z). b)
Radial intensity distribution of the Gaussian beam and higher order Hermite-Gaussian modes.

The beam radius, which is defined as the radius where the radial intensity drops to 1/e2
of the value at ρ = 0, is given by
s
 2
z
w(z) = w0 1 +
(3.5)
z0
where w0 is the beam waist, the smallest beam radius at the focus, and
πw02
(3.6)
λ
is the Rayleigh range, which √
describes the distance from the focus where the beam radius
has increased by a factor of 2. The beam waist
r s
Lλ 4 g1 g2 (1 − g1 g2 )
w0 =
(3.7)
π
(g1 + g2 − 2g1 g2 )2
z0 =
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and the beam radius w1 and w2 at cavity mirror 1 and 2
r r
Lλ 4
g2
w1 =
π
g1 (1 − g1 g2 )
r r
Lλ 4
g1
.
w2 =
π
g2 (1 − g1 g2 )

(3.8)

can be expressed as a function of the stability parameters of the two mirrors [51]. The
radius of curvature of the beam is given by

 z 2 
0
rc (z) = z 1 +
(3.9)
z
which approaches infinity at the focus. The Gouy phase
 
z
ζ(z) = arctan
z0

(3.10)

describes the phase retardation that a Gaussian beam acquires relative to a plane wave
with the same optical frequency. The resonance frequencies of the Gaussian modes with
longitudinal mode index q are given by
νq = qνFSR +

1
√
νFSR arccos( g1 g2 )
π

(3.11)

√
where the term arccos( g1 g2 ) is equal to the total Gouy phase shift along the cavity
length [51]. This result is derived from the condition that the round trip phase shift must
equal an integer multiple of 2π, to allow for constructive interference.
The Gaussian beam is not the only solution to the paraxial Helmholtz equation, which
can exist in a cavity. Higher-order modes are described by Hermite-Gaussian beams,
which, in comparison to Gaussian beams, have a more complicated radial intensity distribution, as presented in figure 3.5b. Considering the transverse mode indices m and
n, the resonance frequencies for the fundamental Gaussian mode, where m, n = 0, and
higher order Hermite-Gaussian modes, where m + n > 0, are given by
νqmn = qνFSR +

1
√
νFSR (m + n + 1) arccos( g1 g2 ).
π

(3.12)

Higher order modes experience a phase shift per round trip, that is larger by a factor
of (m + n + 1) in comparison with the fundamental Gaussian mode. As a result, the
frequencies of these modes are higher. Modes which have different longitudinal mode
indices q but the same transverse mode indices, display the same intensity distribution.
Therefore, the longitudinal mode index q is often omitted as it is not important and the
possible modes of a cavity are described as TEMmn , where TEM stands for transverse
electromagnetic.
A free-propagating laser beam can also be described by a Gaussian mode. When coupling
laser light into a cavity, the Gaussian beam profile of the laser is matched to the cavity
mode, defined by the mirrors. This is done either by having the cavity select the fraction
of the light that matches the cavity mode, or by using one or more lenses to improve the
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matching. Such mode matching techniques increase the power resonating in a specific
mode while suppressing others. When the mirror properties of the cavity are known, such
that the waist of the cavity mode can be calculated, the required focal length f of a single
lens to match the waist of the laser to the cavity waist can be calculated via
πw0 wf
(3.13)
f=
λ
where w0 (wf ) is the beam waist before (after) passing the lens [51].
Transmission/Reflection Profile of an Optical Cavity

Figure 3.6.: Light beams (blue) transmitted and reflected at a cavity with plano-parallel
mirrors (grey): The beams are drawn at an angle to visualize the contribution of the individual
beams to the total reflected and transmitted beam.

To derive the transmitted and reflected intensity profiles of a cavity as a function of the
frequency of the light, it is sufficient to investigate the simple case of two identical planoparallel mirrors, as illustrated in figure 3.6, and an incident plane wave (illustrated as a
beam) of amplitude E0 , frequency ω and wave number k:
Ein = E0 ei(kx−ωt)

(3.14)

When a wave is reflected at an interface between two regions of different index of refraction, e.g. at a mirror, it experiences a phase shift of π. The transmission (reflection)
coefficient t2 = T (r2 = R) characterizes what fraction of incident light power is transmitted (reflected) at the mirror. The first reflected beam
Er1 = Ein reiπ

(3.15)

does not enter the cavity. The other reflected beams correspond to light leaking out of
the cavity and obtain an additional phase shift 2kL from passing through the cavity of
length L twice.
Er2 = Ein t2 rei2kL
Er3 = Ein t2 r3 ei4kL
...
for n 6= 1 : Ern = Ein t2 r2n−3 ei(2n−2)kL
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The total reflected light can be described by
Er = −rEin + Ein t2 rei2kL

n
X

(r2 ei2kL )j−2

(3.17)

j=2

where the sum can be rewritten as
n
X

(r2 ei2kL )j−2 =

j=2

n−2
X

(r2 ei2kL )j

(3.18)

j=0

and eq. 3.17 can be further simplified to
Er = −Ein r + Ein t2 rei2kL

1
1 − r2 ei2kL

(3.19)

by letting n −→ ∞ and using the equation for a geometric series
∞
X

xj =

j=0

1
.
1−x

(3.20)

Neglecting mirror losses (t2 = 1 − r2 ), the ratio of reflected to incident wave, i.e. the
cavity reflection coefficient, can be written as as
i

ω

Er
r(ei2kL − 1)
r(e νFSR − 1)
R=
=
=
i ω
Ein
1 − r2 ei2kL
1 − r2 e νFSR

(3.21)

where νFSR is the free spectral range, the frequency spacing of the longitudinal cavity
modes. The ratio of reflected intensity to incident intensity is then given by:
Ir
F sin(kL)2
= |R|2 =
Iin
1 + F sin(kL)2
where
F=

4r2
(1 − r2 )2

(3.22)

(3.23)

is the coefficient of finesse. For kL << 1, this expression can be approximated near
resonance as
Ir
F(kL)2
≈
(3.24)
Iin
1 + F(kL)2
which corresponds to a dip, the shape of a Lorentzian profile.
Analogously, the Lorentzian transmission profile can be derived
It
1
1
=
≈
.
2
Iin
1 + F sin(kL)
1 + F(kL)2

(3.25)

The modes in transmission are shown in figure 3.7, as a function of frequency. When
including losses, which result e.g. from light scattering and absorption, with loss coefficient l2 = L in the calculation, where now R + T + L = 1, the maximum intensity of the
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mode in transmission is reduced by a factor T 2 /(1 − R)2 [52]. The depth of the mode in
reflection is also reduced by that factor.

Figure 3.7.: Transmitted intensity profile for a cavity with two identical mirrors: The modes
repeat at multiples of the free spectral range νFSR . The blue curve represents the transmission
profile of a cavity without losses, where the maximum of transmitted intensity is equal to Iin .
Mirror losses are considered for the orange curve, where the height of the mode, compared to
the blue curve, decreases by a factor T 2 /(1 − R)2 .

Finesse
The cavity FWHM linewidth δν can be written as the ratio of the free spectral range to
the finesse F , which characterizes how long a photon is stored inside an optical cavity
before it leaks out:
νFSR
c
δν =
=
(3.26)
F
2LF
One approach to determine the finesse is via a cavity ringdown measurement. Here, a
laser on cavity resonance is rapidly switched off and light which is stored in the cavity
decays in an exponential manner
t
I(t) = I0 e− τ
(3.27)
where the time constant τ is inversely proportional to the cavity decay rate κ and related
to the finesse via
1
FL
τ= =
.
(3.28)
κ
πc
Given that the mirror transmission coefficients T1 and T2 and the finesse of a cavity are
known, an estimation of the mirror losses can be made by relating the finesse to the sum
of the total round trip losses in the cavity via [52]
F ≈

2π
T1 + T2 + L1 + L2

which is valid for high-finesse cavities, where mirror losses are small.
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3.2.2. Pound-Drever-Hall Laser Locking Scheme
When a laser is approximately on resonance with a cavity mode, a change in laser frequency results in a change in transmitted and reflected light intensity. To frequencystabilize the laser, one can apply feedback to the laser to keep the intensity of the light
in transmission or reflection at a constant value. One simple option is to lock to the side
of a cavity transmission fringe, where the intensity gradient is highest. However, an error
signal derived from the cavity reflection rather than transmission has two advantages.
First, when deriving an error signal from the cavity transmission, one is limited by the
response time of the cavity, as photons are stored inside for some amount of time. Laser
frequency fluctuations that happen on a timescale faster than this storage time cannot
be detected in transmission and corrected for. Second, locking to the center of the cavity
reflection, which is ideally zero, if the cavity has no losses and identical mirrors, allows for
the decoupling of laser intensity fluctuations from frequency fluctuations. However, an
error signal which is antisymmetric with respect to the cavity resonance is required, to be
able to determine in which direction the laser frequency has to be corrected. One property
of the reflected beam, which has a different sign above and below cavity resonance, is the
phase of the light. The Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) laser locking scheme, which is one of
the most widely-used techniques to frequency-stabilize a laser, provides the opportunity
to extract the phase of the reflected beam from a photodiode signal. Since the phase
cannot be measured directly, it is measured via a heterodyne method, where the relative
phase between the carrier beam and two sidebands, which are opposite in phase, is determined. The sidebands can be generated via phase modulation of the laser light, e.g.
with an electro-optic modulator (EOM). For the PDH scheme, the modulation frequency
should be much higher than the cavity linewidth, such that the sidebands are completely
reflected when the carrier is approximately on resonance with the cavity mode. Light
which is reflected at the cavity, then consists of the sidebands and, when off-resonant,
the phase-shifted carrier. Exactly on resonance, the reflected signal is zero as the carrier
is completely transmitted and the sidebands interfere destructively. Off resonance, the
interference between the carrier and the sidebands results in an intensity change of the
reflected signal. This intensity change contains information about the amount and sign of
the detuning of the laser from the cavity resonance. The reflected signal, measured with
a photodetector, is mixed with a local oscillator to demodulate the signal and produce
an error signal close to DC. In the following, an expression for the PDH error signal is
derived, based on [53].
The electric field of incident light with amplitude E0 and frequency ω
Ein = E0 eiωt

(3.30)

Emod = E0 ei(ωt+β sin(Ωm t))

(3.31)

is modified to
when sinusoidally phase-modulating the light at frequency Ωm , where β is the modulation
depth. For small β, the expression can be expanded in Bessel functions
Emod ≈ E0 (J0 (β)eiωt + J1 (β)ei(ω+Ωm )t − J1 (β)ei(ω−Ωm )t )

(3.32)

where the three terms correspond to the electric field associated with the carrier and the
two sidebands detuned by ±Ωm from the carrier, as shown in figure 3.8a. The electric
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field of this beam after being reflected at a cavity is given by
Er = E0 (R(ω)J0 (β)eiωt + R(ω + Ωm )J1 (β)ei(ω+Ωm )t − R(ω − Ωm )J1 (β)ei(ω−Ωm )t ) (3.33)
which can be derived from eq. 3.32 by taking the cavity reflection coefficients, from eq.
3.21 for the carrier and sidebands into account. The reflected power, which is measured
by a photodetector, is given by
Pr = |Er |2 = Pc |R(ω)|2 + Ps [|R(ω + Ωm )|2 + |R(ω − Ωm )|2 ]
p
+2 Pc Ps [<(ξ) cos(Ωm t) + =(ξ) sin(Ωm t)]
+(2Ωm terms)

(3.34)

where Pc = J02 (β)|E0 |2 and Ps = J12 (β)|E0 |2 is the power in the carrier and sideband,
respectively, < and = denote the real and imaginary part, respectively, and
ξ = R(ω)R∗ (ω + Ωm ) − R∗ (ω)R(ω − Ωm )

(3.35)

which contains information about the interference between the carrier and sidebands.
We are therefore interested in extracting terms oscillating at Ωm in eq. 3.34. In the case
of fast modulation, where Ωm >> δν, the reflection coefficients of the sidebands can be
approximated by −1, as the sidebands are completely reflected when the carrier is on or
close to cavity resonance. The term ξ is then purely imaginary and the cosine term in
eq. 3.34 drops out. Next, a mixer multiplies the signal from the photodetector with a
local oscillator signal of frequency Ωm 1 . The mixer output then contains the sum and
difference frequencies of the two input signals, which means that the signal of interest
does not oscillate at Ωm anymore but is converted to a DC signal. Other components of
the signal, that still oscillate, can then be filtered away via a low pass filter and the PDH
error signal
p
 = −2 Pc Ps =(ξ)
(3.36)
is obtained. An error signal for an optimized phase between photodiode signal and local
oscillator is shown in figure 3.8b.
Near cavity resonance, the signal can be approximated by a linear function with slope
√
8 Pc Ps
.
(3.37)
D=−
δν
The slope is steeper the smaller the cavity linewidth is and also depends on the power in
the carrier and sidebands. For a fixed incident power, the steepest slope can be achieved
when the ratio of the power in the sideband to the carrier is
Ps
= 0.42
Pc

(3.38)

which corresponds to a modulation depth of β = 1.08.

1

The phase between photodiode signal and local oscillator has to be carefully adjusted to provide an
optimized error signal for locking.
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Figure 3.8.: a) Transmitted intensity profile with sidebands at modulation frequency Ωm . The
height of the peaks corresponds to the power in the carrier Pc and sidebands Ps . b) PDH error
signal for an optimized phase between reflected√photodiode signal and local oscillator. The
maximum height of the error signal is given by 2 Pc Ps .

The linear central part of the error signal corresponds to the locking range. The PDH error
signal is sent to the input of a controller, e.g. a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID)
controller [54], which modifies the error signal and provides, if the control parameters are
set correctly, an optimized output signal for locking. The output signal is then sent to a
feedback element, as presented in section 3.2.3, which controls the frequency of the laser
to keep it locked to the cavity resonance. The PDH scheme is often used to stabilize the
frequency of a laser as well as narrow its linewidth. By applying very fast feedback, the
control loop can counteract noise processes which broaden the linewidth of the laser to
achieve narrow laser linewidths on a timescale of seconds. Based on experience in our
group, laser linewidths a factor of 100 to 1000 times smaller than the reference-cavity
linewidth can be achieved. On the other hand, the PDH scheme can also be used to
stabilize the length of a cavity with a stable laser as a frequency reference, as required
for the cavity-mediated Raman process.
Residual Amplitude Modulation
Residual amplitude modulation (RAM) [55] can degrade the stability of a laser locked
via the PDH scheme. The dominant contribution to RAM is typically caused by a
misalignment between the polarization of the light with one of the principal axes of
the birefringent crystal inside the EOM used for the phase modulation process. The
polarization is thus rotated at the modulation frequency Ωm , as different polarization
components experience different phase shifts. After polarization filtering optics, this
polarization rotation is converted to an amplitude modulation of the laser beam. As
a result of this RAM, the modulation sidebands can become unequal in magnitude or
not exactly opposite in phase, which can prevent the cancellation of the sidebands on
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resonance. A DC offset of the error signal after the mixer is obtained which is fed
back to the laser frequency via the lock. The birefringence in the crystal is temperature
dependent, which can mean that temperature changes in the lab can lead to changes
in RAM and therefore in the DC offset of the PDH error signal. The laser’s locking
point is thus drifting along with temperature. There exist approaches to reduce RAM
resulting from the phase modulation process, like temperature-stabilizing EOMs used in
locking setups. Also, it is beneficial to use an EOM which contains two crystals in a
“compensation configuration” [56]. The two crystals are rotated 90 degrees with respect
to each other, such that temperature dependent birefringence changes in the first crystal
are compensated by anti-correlated birefringence changes in the second crystal. Another
scheme is based on generating an error signal not with a local oscillator of frequency Ωm ,
but rather to use 3Ωm , which suppresses the relative offset due to RAM by a factor of
20, compared to the regular PDH scheme [57]. It is also possible for RAM to be induced
by unwanted etalon effects, which describe the generation of standing waves between
optical components. To avoid such etalons, optical components should be anti-reflection
coated and optical isolators, through which light can only pass in one direction, should
be installed in the beam path.

3.2.3. Feedback Elements of Lasers

Figure 3.9.: ECDL in Littrow configuration: The light diffracted (−1st order) at the grating
is sent back into the laser. Essentially the grating acts as another mirror, which forms another
cavity with the first (highly reflective) mirror. The 0th diffraction order is used as the new
output beam to be sent to the experiment.

Typically, lasers can be tuned over a certain wavelength range, which is limited by the
bandwidth of the laser’s gain profile or coatings of the laser cavity mirrors. Most lasers
provide appropriate inputs to control feedback elements inside the laser, which change the
frequency of the laser output. Sending the output signal from a PID-controller into such
a feedback port of the laser allows the laser frequency to be stabilized. The bandwidth
of a feedback element corresponds to the timescale over which the frequency can possibly
be stabilized.
Some lasers contain cavities with a movable cavity mirror, which is mounted onto a
piezo, and the laser frequency can be stabilized by feeding back to this mirror. Here, the
bandwidth is limited by how fast the mirror can be moved with the piezo. Other options
for feedback elements with a higher bandwidth, which are commonly used in our group,
are intracavity EOMs, which change the optical path length inside the laser cavity, or
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acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) at the output of the laser, which frequency shift the
emitted laser light.
Diode lasers can be stabilized by feeding back to a diffraction grating and the injection
current of the diode. A diffraction grating is placed outside of the laser cavity, in an
extended-cavity diode laser (ECDL) configuration, as shown in figure 3.9. Such a grating
allows for a frequency-selective feedback to the laser cavity, which forces the diode into
single mode operation and also allows for wavelength tuning by controlling the angle of
the grating. The diffraction at the grating can be described via the equation
nλ = d(sin(θ) + sin(θ0 ))

(3.39)

where n is the order of diffraction, d is the grating constant and θ (θ0 ) is the angle
of incidence (diffraction) of the beam with respect to the grating normal. The grating
is adjusted to a position such that the −1st order of diffraction of light of a specific
wavelength is fed back into the laser cavity. As a result, the emission of more photons
at the specific wavelength is stimulated, which also enables modes that are not in the
center of the gain profile to start lasing. The diffraction grating is usually mounted onto
a piezo to be able to control the frequency with high precision. Injection current feedback
provides faster frequency control. The mechanism here is that a change in current density
in the diode results in a temperature and refractive index change, which in turn changes
the frequency of the emitted light [58].

3.3. Characterization of a Stabilized Laser System
Unfortunately, it is not possible to measure optical frequencies in the hundreds of THz
range directly, as even the fastest photodetectors are in the tens of GHz range. Therefore, the characterization of the frequency-stability of a laser relies on schemes where
the linewidth and drift rate can be determined, without measuring the absolute laser
frequency.
In this section, three schemes are presented which allow the linewidth and/or drift of
a laser to be determined. First, the linewidth of a locked laser or locked cavity can be
estimated based on an analysis of the power spectrum of the PDH error signal. This
technique will be used in section 7.1.2 to determine to what fraction of its linewidth (set
by its mirror properties) a cavity is locked to.
Second, a frequency beat measurement with a reference laser provides the possibility to
(down-)convert optical frequencies to e.g. the radio frequency range. The reference laser
should have a well-known linewidth, which is ideally less than the linewidth of the laser
to be studied, and a well-known drift rate. Then, it is possible from a frequency beat
measurement to determine information about the linewidth and drift rate of the laser of
interest. This technique will be used in chapter 6 to determine the linewidths and drift
rates of the lasers which are stabilized in the course of this thesis.
Third, the drift of a laser can be determined by performing Ramsey experiments with
an atomic frequency reference. This scheme is also used in chapter 6 to be able to keep
track of the drift of the reference laser during the frequency beat measurements.
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3.3.1. Linewidth Estimation Based on the Spectrum of the PDH
Error Signal
In the case of a laser, locked via the PDH locking scheme, the power spectral density
(PSD) of the electrical error signal can be used to investigate the lineshape of the locked
laser. According to Fourier analysis, a time-domain error signal can be decomposed
into discrete frequencies and the PSD describes the distribution of power among those
frequencies. Noise processes which affect the line shape of a locked laser can also be
illustrated via a PSD, proportional to the PSD of the electrical error signal, and the
linewidth of the laser is related to the shape of this PSD. The PSD of the locked error
signal can be converted to frequency units by using the slope of the PDH error signal as
a conversion factor from voltage deviation, measured with an oscilloscope, to frequency
deviation. Schemes to estimate the laser linewidth from such a PSD are now presented.

Figure 3.10.: Example of a PSD S(f ) with three regimes: S(f ) describes the power in each
frequency band of bandwith BW . Image taken from [59]

The PSD of frequency fluctuations S(f ) for a laser can often be accurately modeled by
a superposition of independent noise contributions [59], which can appear in the PDH
error signal of the locked laser. Typically, S(f ) shows three dominant regimes, which are
illustrated in figure 3.10. First, near f = 0 Hz a non-vanishing mean, i.e. a DC offset
of the time-domain error signal, results in a delta function in the spectrum. Second, at
higher frequencies a 1/f dependence can be observed, which can be caused by technical
noise, and in diode lasers is also caused by fluctuations of the charge carriers in the
semiconductor (flicker frequency noise). Third, in the white noise regime, S(f ) is no
longer dependent on frequency and (due to energy conservation) it goes to zero eventually.
Additionally, random walk frequency noise can appear in the spectrum, which has a
1/f 2 dependence, and is caused by disturbances from the environment, like temperature
fluctuations and vibrations, as well as flicker phase noise and white phase noise (dependent
on f and f 2 ).
The PSD can be extracted from a time-domain signal via a Fourier transform. For a
sampled signal x[n] = x(t = nT ) (T is the sampling period), the relation between the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and PSD S(f ) is given by [60]
S(f ) =

FFT{x[n]}FFT∗ {x[n]}
N2
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where N is the number of points in the time-domain signal. Note, that the required
normalization factor may differ, depending on which FFT algorithm is used. A good way
to check this is to apply the FFT on a sine wave with known amplitude C and see which
normalization factor provides the expected result. In a double-sided power spectrum, one
should see 2 peaks of height C 2 /4.
Performing an FFT algorithm provides a double-sided spectrum that displays half the
energy at positive frequencies and half the energy at corresponding negative frequencies.
The spectrum is therefore symmetrical around DC, where only the positive frequency
part, the single sided spectrum, is usually given, to avoid redundancy. To obtain the
single-sided spectrum, the power values corresponding to positive frequencies have to be
multiplied by 2.
When performing an FFT on a time-domain signal, the frequency range and resolution
of the spectrum depend on the sampling rate and the number of points measured. In a
single-sided spectrum, the number of frequencies is N/2. The range of frequencies goes
up to Fs /2, where Fs is the sampling frequency, i.e. N divided by the total time the timedomain signal was recorded for. The frequency resolution is ∆f = Fs /N . The FFT can
also be thought of as a set of parallel filters of bandwidth ∆f , centered at each frequency.
Rectangular Noise Spectrum
Now two approaches to extracting the laser linewidth from S(f ) are presented. First,
the case of a rectangular noise spectrum (e.g. low pass filtered white frequency noise) is
considered, based on a paper by Elliot et al. [61]. Here, the authors discuss the relation
between the PSD of a laser and its linewidth and line shape. For a rectangular noise
spectrum, the PSD has a constant value S0 up to a corner frequency B and is equal to
0 at higher frequencies. In general, the line shape of a laser can be described by a Voigt
profile, which is a convolution of a Lorentzian and Gaussian distribution. If the PSD of
a laser shows S0 /B << 1 (S0 /B >> 1), the line shape of the laser can be approximated
by a Lorentzian (Gaussian).
If the laser line shape can be approximated by a Lorentzian, then the laser linewidth is
given by
∆FWHM = πS0
(3.41)
where S0 can be estimated from a measured noise spectrum via
S0 =

2
D2 VRMS
.
B

(3.42)

Here, D is the slope of the PDH error signal. The RMS value of a signal in the frequency
domain can be found via Parseval’s theorem [62]
s
X
S(f ).
(3.43)
VRMS =
m

The sum can be exchanged for an integral of the PSD over discrete frequencies m up to
the cutoff frequency B.
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If the laser line shape can be approximated by a Gaussian, the laser linewidth is given
by:
√
(3.44)
∆FWHM = 2 2 ln 2DVRMS
In summary, the PSD can be separated into two different regimes, which affect the line
shape of a laser in a different way. In the case of S0 /B << 1 the spectrum is constant over
a wide frequency range (white noise). The associated line shape is a Lorentzian. In the
other case, the contribution at low frequencies is large, which corresponds to a Gaussian
lineshape. The Gaussian can be thought of as a Lorentzian randomly moving around a
central frequency [59]. Consequently, the part which contributes to a broadening of the
linewidth can be found at low frequencies in the PSD.
Arbitrary Noise Spectrum

Figure 3.11.: Typical laser frequency noise spectrum showing frequency flicker noise (S(f ) ∝
1/f ) at low frequencies and white noise (S(f ) = const.) at higher frequencies: Noise in the
high modulation index regime contributes to the linewidth of the laser, whereas noise in the low
modulation index area contributes only to the wings of the lineshape. Image taken from [63].

In reality, the shape of a laser’s noise spectrum is not rectangular. An approach to extract
the line shape and linewidth of a laser from an arbitrarily-shaped PSD is presented in
[63]. Similar to before, the key here is to make a distinction between the two regimes of
the PSD, which affect the lineshape in a different way. In this paper, the first regime is
defined as S(f ) > 8 ln(2)f /π 2 . Noise is this regime contributes to the laser linewidth,
resulting in a Gaussian line shape. In the second regime, where S(f ) < 8 ln(2)f /π 2 the
noise contributes only to the wings of the line shape, but not the linewidth. This can also
be understood in terms of frequency modulation theory. The laser can be thought of being
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frequency modulated with different modulation indices2 at each of the frequencies in the
spectrum. In the first regime where S(f ) > 8 ln(2)f /π 2 , the noise power is high compared
to its Fourier frequency, which corresponds to a slow modulation with a high modulation
index. In the second regime, the modulation is too fast (with small modulation index)
to broaden the laser linewidth. The line separating the two regimes is referred to as the
β-separation line. In figure 3.11 a schematic PSD and β-separation line is shown. One
can see low frequency noise in the high modulation index part and white noise in the low
modulation index part of the PSD. The laser linewidth can be approximated by
p
(3.45)
∆FWHM = 8 ln(2)A
where A is the total area between the PSD and the β-separation line, as given by the
equation
Z ∞
H(S(f ) − 8 ln(2)f /π 2 )S(f )df
(3.46)
A=
1/T0

where H(x) is the Heaviside function which is 0 for x < 0 and 1 otherwise, and 1/T0 =
Fs /N is the lowest measurable Fourier frequency.
In conclusion, the linewidth of a locked laser or locked cavity can be estimated via an
analysis of the error signal spectrum. However, those approaches have a few flaws: First,
the result relies heavily on an accurate measurement of the PDH error signal slope, which
is not easy to determine when the error signal is very noisy. Second, these schemes don’t
account for the possibility that the reference-cavity or reference laser might be unstable.
Third, in the case that there are peaks in the power spectral density of the error signal,
these techniques provide wrong results as the peaks correspond to sidebands on the
laser rather than this noise contributing to the linewidth (unless the peaks are at low
frequencies - within the linewidth). Fourth, a linewidth result can be obtained that is
too narrow due to systematic errors, e.g. contamination of the error signal due to ground
loops or fiber noise. The servo system acts to correct these fluctuations which then don’t
show up in the locked error signal. But since they don’t come from actual frequency
fluctuations of the laser, the correction of the PID-controller will actually broaden the
laser linewidth. Therefore, the error signal spectrum does not always provide an accurate
representation of the actual frequency-stability of a locked laser or cavity.

3.3.2. Frequency Beat Measurement
An approach to measuring the linewidth of a laser, that avoids many of the aforementioned limitations is to do a frequency beat measurement. When two lasers are superimposed on a photodetector, a beat note, i.e. a signal oscillating at the difference frequency,
can be observed [46]. The electric field of the two lasers can be written as
p
p
(3.47)
E(t) = I1 eiω1 t + I2 eiω2 t
and the intensity can therefore be written as
|E(t)|2 = I(t) = I1 + I2 + 2
2

p

I1 I2 cos((ω2 − ω1 )t).

(3.48)

The modulation index is defined as the ratio of frequency deviation to modulation frequency. Here it
is given by the noise level compared to the corresponding Fourier frequency.
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The beat signal, oscillating at ω2 − ω1 , is usually chosen to be in the RF range which
can be detected by a photodiode and visualized on a spectrum analyzer. By looking at
the linewidth of the beat, an upper limit for the linewidths of the individual lasers can
be estimated. The linewidth of the beat note will be larger than the linewidths of the
individual lasers in the case that the phase noise of the two lasers is not correlated. As
discussed earlier, the linewidth of a laser can be approximated by either a Lorentzian or
Gaussian distribution. If the beat line shape can be approximated by a Lorentzian distribution, with standard deviation (=FWHM linewidth) σbeat , the noise of the individual
lasers adds up linearly [64]
σbeat = σ1 + σ2
(3.49)
where σ1 and σ2 are the FWHM linewidths of the individual lasers. In the case that the
beat line shape can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution, the noise of the two
lasers adds up quadratically [64]
2
σbeat
= σ12 + σ22

(3.50)

p
where the FWHM linewidth for the Gaussian distribution is given by 2 2 ln(2)σ. To be
able to determine the linewidth of one laser exactly, one can do a three-cornered hat beat
measurement involving three independent lasers, i.e. lasers which have no correlations in
their noise, where the linewidth of all three lasers is unknown. Or, if three independent
lasers at the same wavelength are not available, it is sufficient to perform a beat measurement between two independent lasers, where one laser has a well-known linewidth,
ideally less than the linewidth of the laser of interest. Note, the drift of the lasers with
respect to each other can be measured by tracking the center of the beat note over some
amount of time.
Frequency Comb
A beat measurement requires the availability of a reference laser with well-known linewidth
and drift rate. One nice tool, which allows beat frequencies to be measured at various
wavelengths, is a frequency comb [65]. In the frequency domain, a frequency comb possesses a broad optical spectrum consisting of millions of equally spaced comb teeth, as
shown in figure 3.12b. In the time domain, according to Fourier analysis, this corresponds to a train of optical pulses. The frequency spacing of the comb teeth is inversely
proportional to the time separation of the pulses.
The principle of operation of a frequency comb is usually based on a mode-locked laser,
which can be used to produce short (on the order of femtoseconds) pulses. These pulses
are spaced in the time domain by the round trip time of light in the cavity of the modelocked laser. In a cw laser, the standing wave modes inside the laser cavity oscillate
independently, i.e. the phases of the modes are random, which results in constant output
power operation. In a mode-locked laser, however, the modes are locked in phase such
that they interfere to give short pulses. Each time such an optical pulse hits the output
mirror of the laser cavity, a fraction of the light leaks out, which generates a pulse train
at the output.
Such a pulse train is shown in figure 3.12a. Each pulse consists of an envelope and carrier
signal. From pulse to pulse, the carrier’s phase advances with respect to the envelope
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due to a small difference in group and phase velocity inside the laser cavity. Related to
this phase shift per pulse ∆Φ is a ‘carrier envelope offset frequency” fo of the frequency
comb, if the comb teeth are extrapolated back to zero. One can then write the optical
comb teeth frequencies νn as
νn = nfr + fo
(3.51)
where n is an integer and fr is the repetition rate of the pulses, which is usually in the RF
range. The carrier envelope offset frequency can be written as a function of the repetition
rate as [66]
∆Φ
fr .
(3.52)
fo ≈
2π
The repetition rate and carrier-envelope offset frequency drift with the laser cavity length,
if not actively stabilized. Feedback can be applied to lock them to a frequency standard,
e.g. a GPS signal or an optical clock. Due to phase noise present in RF references, the
width of the comb teeth is in the MHz range, when locking the comb to an RF reference
[65]. By using an optical reference, combined with fast intra-cavity feedback to e.g. an
EOM, in our group comb teeth narrowed to approximately 1 Hz on a timescale of seconds
can be achieved. Such an optical reference can be implemented by superimposing the
comb light with a narrow laser on a photo diode, where the beat frequency between them
is used as feedback to be kept constant.

Figure 3.12.: a) Time-domain signal at the output of a mode-locked laser: The short pulses
consist of an envelope (green) and carrier (orange), where the carrier’s phase advances by ∆Φ
with respect to the envelope from pulse to pulse. b) In the frequency domain this pulse train
corresponds to a comb, where the spacing of the comb teeth is inversely related to the time
separation of the laser pulses.
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3.3.3. Ramsey Experiment

Figure 3.13.: Pulse sequence of a Ramsey experiment: For 40 Ca+ , the first π/2 pulse (which
has a duration of τp ) prepares the ion in a superposition of |Si and |Di. This is followed by a
wait time T , during which the phase of the superposition evolves, before another π/2 pulse is
applied. After that, the quantum state of the ion is determined via a projective measurements
onto one of the states |Si or |Di.

When performing a beat measurement involving two lasers, the beat frequency drifts with
a rate that corresponds to the relative frequency drift between the two lasers. It is not
possible from such a measurement to determine the absolute frequency drift of one of
the lasers unless the drift of the second laser is known. A Ramsey experiment provides
the possibility to measure the absolute frequency drift of a laser based on the use of an
atomic frequency reference, e.g. an electronic transition of a trapped atomic ion [67].
The pulse sequence of a typical Ramsey experiment is illustrated in figure 3.13. In the
case of using 40 Ca+ , the trapped ion is initially prepared in the ground state |Si, one of
the 42 S1/2 Zeeman states. A “π/2” laser pulse is applied, which prepares the ion in an
equal superposition of ground and excited state, e.g. √12 (|Si + |Di), where |Di is one of
the 32 D5/2 Zeeman states. This is followed by a wait time T before another π/2 pulse is
applied. The quantum state is then measured via a projective measurement onto one of
the two electronic states. During the wait time, the phase of the atomic superposition
evolves at a rate given by the energy difference between ground and excited state.
The ion and the laser can be thought of as two oscillators, which ideally evolve at the
same frequency, i.e. the laser keeps track of the phase of the ion. In the ideal case, where
the laser is exactly on resonance with the atomic transition, the second π/2 pulse will add
to the first one for them in total to act as a “π pulse”. Such a π pulse will take the ion to
the excited state |Di. However, if the laser frequency is detuned by δ from the atom, the
two oscillators are running out of phase with each other. There is then the possibility of
ending up in the ground state |Si when preforming a projective measurement after the
second π/2 pulse. The population in the excited state |Di is given by [67]
Ωτp
ρee =
2

2
2

2

(sinc(δτp /2)) cos



δT
2


(3.53)

where Ω is the Rabi frequency of the pulses and τp is the pulse duration. This expression
consists of an envelope, the sinc2 part, and a fast oscillation, the cos2 part, called Ramsey
fringes. An example of such a Ramsey signal observed with a trapped 40 Ca+ ion is shown
in figure 3.14. The probability of ending up in the excited state after the measurement
decreases with detuning until it reaches a first minimum where the cos2 part is zero at
δT = π. Here, the two oscillators are out of phase by π. If the wait time T is long and
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known, small detunings δ between the oscillators can be resolved. The drift of a laser
can then be determined by tracking its detuning from the atomic transition frequency
via Ramsey experiments. Note that in reality the atomic transition frequency can be
sensitive to external fields, e.g. magnetic fields. Here, more sophisticated schemes can
distinguish different effects.

Figure 3.14.: Ramsey experiment with
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40 Ca+ .

Image taken from [68]

4. A Transfer Lock for
Cavity-Mediated Raman Transitions
As discussed in section 2.4, a cavity-mediated Raman process enables the implementation
of a coherent light-matter interface for quantum networking. This process can be realized
involving the 42 S1/2 , 42 P3/2 and 32 D5/2 states in 40 Ca+ , as shown in figure 2.9. A drive
laser couples one arm of the Raman transition, from 42 S1/2 to 42 P3/2 and the ion couples
to the cavity on the other arm of the Raman transition, from 42 P3/2 to 32 D5/2 , which
triggers the generation of a single 854 nm photon.
There are requirements to how frequency-narrow and frequency-stable the two arms of
the Raman transition, i.e. the Raman laser and cavity resonance frequency (set by the
cavity length), should be. In order to provide this stability, the cavity-mediated Raman
process needs to be frequency-stabilized via laser locking. In the following, our approach
to implement this frequency-stabilization is presented as well as our experimental goals
in terms of linewidths and drift rates.

4.1. Our Approach to Frequency-Stabilize the
Cavity-Mediated Raman Process and Experimental
Goals
The minimum linewidth of the Raman transition is set by the linewidth of the cavity
around the ion (“ion-cavity”), which depends on the ion-cavity mirror properties. These
will have certain transmissions T1 and T2 , as well as losses L1 and L2 which are related to
the finesse of the ion-cavity via eq. 3.29. The mirror transmissions should be chosen such
that photons can be sent out of the ion-cavity at a convenient rate κ, which is related to
the finesse via eq. 2.39. The length of the ion-cavity should be short, in our case 2 cm,
limited by the extent of the ion trap, such that a large atom-cavity coupling strength g,
which is inversely proportional to the ion-cavity length (eq. 2.40), can be achieved. Given
cavity length and finesse, the ion-cavity linewidth can be calculated via eq. 3.26, which
we expect to be ∼ 100 kHz at 854 nm in our experiment. The length of the ion-cavity
should be stabilized to a small fraction of this minimum linewidth, i.e. a few kHz or less.
The stabilization of the ion-cavity length can be achieved by locking it to a stable 785 nm
“locking laser” via a PDH scheme. This wavelength is suitable as it is far away from any
relevant transitions in 40 Ca+ , which avoids AC Stark shifts, and is still somewhat similar
to 854 nm, such that a high finesse coating of the ion-cavity mirrors at both wavelengths
is feasible. At 785 nm, we expect the finesse of the ion-cavity to be a bit lower than at
854 nm.
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The 785 nm laser needs to be frequency-stabilized as well, and narrowed to a linewidth of
a few kHz or less. This can be achieved by locking it to an external ultrastable referencecavity, again via a PDH locking scheme. As previously mentioned, when locking a laser
via the PDH scheme to a reference-cavity, locked laser linewidths a factor of 100 to 1000
times smaller than the reference-cavity linewidth can typically be achieved. In order
to be able to narrow the 785 nm laser’s linewidth to a few kHz, the linewidth of the
reference-cavity should be around 100 kHz at this wavelength. Moreover, the FSR of the
reference-cavity should be reasonably small such that double resonance of the 785 nm
laser can be easily achieved between the ion-cavity (7.5 GHz FSR) and reference-cavity.
Choosing a 10 cm long reference-cavity and requiring a linewidth of ≤ 100 kHz, means
that the finesse of the reference-cavity at 785 nm should be ≥ 15000.

Figure 4.1.: Transfer lock scheme to frequency-stabilize the cavity-mediated Raman process:
The Raman laser and ion-cavity are locked to one stable reference-cavity. This can be achieved
by locking the length of the ion-cavity to a stable 785 nm laser via a PDH scheme. The 785 nm
laser is locked to the reference-cavity, again via a PDH scheme. The 393 nm Raman laser light
is generated in a frequency doubling process of light from a 786 nm laser where the fundamental
is also PDH locked to the reference-cavity. The reason why the Raman laser (fundamental) and
cavity locking laser are stabilized to the same reference-cavity, is that it allows the resonance
condition of the Raman transition to be maintained over many hours. The AOMs shown in
the image allow for obtaining double resonance of the 785 nm laser between the two cavities as
well as double resonance in the ion-cavity with the 785 nm locking laser and a 854 nm reference
laser. This reference laser (not shown) is used to find the correct detuning of the ion-cavity
from the 42 P3/2 ←→ 32 D5/2 transition.
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Next, the 393 nm Raman laser needs to be narrowed also to a small fraction of the ioncavity linewidth, i.e. a few kHz or less. The 393 nm Raman laser light can be generated
in a frequency doubling process of light from a 786 nm laser where the fundamental at
786 nm is also locked via a PDH locking scheme to a reference-cavity.
There are also requirements to the relative stability of the two arms of the Raman transition. The ion-cavity length and the drive laser frequency have to satisfy the resonance condition of the Raman transition, i.e. the detuning of the ion-cavity from the
42 P3/2 ←→ 32 D5/2 transition has to match the detuning of the 393 nm drive laser from
the 42 S1/2 ←→ 42 P3/2 transition, to ensure complete population transfer. In order to
avoid a relative drift between the two arms of the Raman transition, the frequencies of the
laser and ion-cavity mode have to be relatively stable, within the linewidth of the Raman
transition, such that the Raman condition is maintained on a long timescale. Expected
timescales for quantum network experiments are several hours. In order to maintain
the Raman transition over many hours, the Raman laser (fundamental) and ion-cavity
locking laser are stabilized to the same reference-cavity. Drifts of the reference-cavity affect the Raman laser fundamental and ion-cavity to first order equally1 , and the Raman
condition is maintained. This “transfer lock” technique is already used successfully in
another cavity experiment in our group [12].
Moreover, the frequencies of the Raman laser and ion-cavity resonance also have to be
absolutely stable. If both arms of the transition drift equally by a large amount, the
Raman condition is maintained, but the frequency of the generated photons will change.
In quantum network experiments involving another trapped ion node this can be a problem, as the photon frequency should ideally match the frequency of the remote cavity,
e.g. in order to be able to be absorbed at the other node. Therefore, the two locked laser
systems should drift no more than 1 Hz/s.
In summary, our approach to stabilizing the cavity-mediated Raman process is a transfer
lock scheme, which is illustrated in figure 4.1. Based on suitable mirror properties for
planned quantum network experiments, the desired linewidth of our ion-cavity is approximately 100 kHz at 854 nm. The locking laser at 785 nm and Raman laser fundamental at
786 nm should be locked to a small fraction of that, i.e. a few kHz or less. The minimum
drift rate of the lasers is limited by the drift rate of the ultrastable reference-cavity. In
order for the photon frequency not to change too much over the course of many hours
during long quantum network experiments, a drift rate of less than 1 Hz/s is desired.

1

The Raman laser drifts a factor of two faster, due to frequency doubling. Furthermore, when the Raman
laser fundamental and ion-cavity locking laser are locked to two different modes of the reference-cavity,
the modes drift in the same direction but the mode spacing also changes by a small amount with a
change in reference-cavity length. Considering our reference-cavity (see section 5.2) with intial length
L = 10 cm and stability parameters g1 = 1 and g2 = 1 − L/0.5 and two modes at 785 nm and 786 nm,
respectively, the change in frequency spacing of these two modes as a result of a change in cavity
length can be calculated via eq. 3.11. This change in mode spacing is on the order of 0.02 Hz when
the 785 nm mode drifts by 1 Hz and is thus negligible.
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Lock
In this chapter the experimental setup of our transfer lock is presented. The first part
of the chapter is concerned with our ultrastable reference-cavity, the center piece of the
transfer lock. The reference-cavity was put inside a vacuum chamber and then the finesse
at wavelengths around 785 nm and 729 nm1 was determined. In the second part of the
chapter the locking setup for the two lasers involved in the transfer lock is presented.

5.1. Reference-Cavity and Vacuum Chamber Assembly

Figure 5.1.: a) Reference-cavity on the Zerodur mounting block inside the vacuum chamber
with open front flange. b) Vacuum chamber of the reference-cavity connected to a all-metal
valve and ion pump.

The reference-cavity for the frequency-stabilization of the cavity-mediated Raman process
was supplied by Stable Laser Systems (SLS). The cavity spacer and mirrors are made
from ULE and are optically contacted together. The cavity is provided with a vacuum
housing with access from both sides, an all-metal valve2 , an ion pump3 and temperature
controller4 . As presented in section 3.2.1, a temperature-stabilized ULE cavity in vacuum
provides a frequency reference with high short-term stability. Putting a cavity in vacuum
1

This reference-cavity was additionally coated for 729 nm light, such that it can serve also as a reference
to lock a laser on the 40 Ca+ qubit transition.
2
Kurt J. Lesker Company CR20
3
GammaVacuum S25
4
Wavelength Electronics LFI-3751
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reduces changes in the optical path length due to pressure and temperature fluctuations
and acoustic noise.

Figure 5.2.: Pressure inside the reference-cavity vacuum chamber over a few months: The
pressure values were measured by the ion pump, which determines a current related to the
pressure in the chamber. Day 0 in this graph represents the day when a leak in the vacuum
chamber had formed. The pressure has stabilized in the 10−7 mbar range.

Before opening the front flange of the vacuum chamber and inserting the cavity, the
chamber was attached via CF flanges to a pump station5 via the metal valve and to the
ion pump, as shown in figure 5.1b (turbo pump not shown). First, the air was pumped out
using a regular copper gasket (CF16) when connecting the chamber to the turbo pump
to perform a helium leak test. A small leak was found at the viewport connection of the
KF front flange of the vacuum chamber, such that the front flange had to be replaced.
When putting a cavity in vacuum, it is recommended that air should be pumped out
of the vacuum chamber very slowly to reduce the chance that dust will be stirred up
and deposited onto the cavity mirrors, which would reduce the finesse. Therefore, after
receiving a new front flange for the chamber, the copper gasket was exchanged with a
copper plate with a 0.34 mm diameter hole. Using the regular copper gasket, a pressure
in the vacuum chamber of 8.6(1) · 10−6 mbar had been achieved after approximately
3 minutes. The same pressure was achieved using the pinhole gasket in approximately
1 hour due to the greatly reduced pumping speed. Next, the cavity was inserted into the
chamber, which is shown in figure 5.1a. The cavity rests on four Viton balls on a Zerodur
mounting block, which reduces thermal coupling and damps vibrations.
The vacuum chamber was pumped out, first through the pinhole for a few minutes. Then
the valve was closed and the pinhole gasket was replaced with a regular gasket. The
pump was started again, the valve was reopened and the chamber was pumped out until
a pressure of 2.2(1) · 10−7 mbar was reached. At this point, the valve was closed and the
5

Pfeiffer Vacuum TMU 071 P turbo pump
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attached ion pump was switched on. The pressure went down continuously over 4 months
to 5.8(1) · 10−8 mbar. The pressure in the chamber had been going up since then, likely
due to the formation of another leak, and has then stabilized, as shown in figure 5.2. The
pressure is still in the 10−7 mbar range which should suffice for keeping the cavity stable.

5.2. Reference-Cavity Characteristics
5.2.1. Zero-Crossing Temperature
Since the resonance frequency of a cavity changes with temperature (the ULE material expands and contracts when exposed to temperature changes), it is important to
temperature-stabilize the reference-cavity. Around a certain temperature, the ULE glass
spacer of the cavity has a near zero linear coefficient of thermal expansion, which describes
how much the cavity length changes when the temperature changes. This “zero-crossing”
temperature was determined by SLS via a laser frequency beat measurement. Here, they
locked a laser to the reference-cavity and changed the cavity temperature while observing
the beat frequency with a stable reference laser. The data is shown in figure 5.3. The
zero-crossing temperature was measured to be (32.7 ± 1) ◦ C, the temperature at which
the minimum of the orange polynomial fit in figure 5.3 occurs. At this temperature the
derivative of the beat frequency with respect to temperature becomes zero. The cavity
is kept at this zero-crossing point by stabilizing it with a commercial PID-controller in
combination with heaters inside the vacuum chamber. In section 6.2 the residual drift
rate of the cavity at the zero-crossing temperature is presented, which is 202(1) mHz/s.

Figure 5.3.: Measurement of the beat frequency of a laser locked to our reference-cavity with a
stable reference laser, to determine the zero-crossing temperature of the reference-cavity spacer.
This data was provided by the manufacturer (SLS).
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5.2.2. Geometry
The reference-cavity is a horizontal notch cavity with one planar/planar and one concave/planar mirror, which has a radius of curvature of rc,2 = 50 cm. The mirrors are
optically contacted to a L = 10 cm ULE spacer, as shown in figure 5.4. This configuration, of one flat and one curved mirror, is sometimes referred to as a half-symmetric
cavity. A 10 cm mirror spacing corresponds to a free spectral range of 1.5 GHz. In the
following, the spatial properties of the Gaussian cavity modes are calculated.

Figure 5.4.: Reference-cavity geometry: The cavity consists of a planar/planar and concave
planar mirror, with a spacing of L = 10 cm.

The stability parameters for the reference-cavity are g1 = 1 and g2 = 0.8 (eq. 3.3). For
a half-symmetric cavity the beam radius w1 at the planar mirror has to be equal to the
beam waist w0 to ensure that the curvature of the wave front, which approaches infinity
at the beam waist, matches the mirror’s curvature. From equations 3.7 and 3.8, the beam
waist and curved mirror beam radius can be calculated. Some Gaussian beam properties
of the modes of the reference-cavity at 785 nm and 729 nm are provided in table 5.1.
Table 5.1.: Gaussian beam properties of the modes of our reference-cavity at 785 nm and
729 nm.

Wavelength

785 nm

Beam waist w0 = w1
Beam radius (at curved mirror) w2
Rayleigh range

729 nm

224 µm
215 µm
250 µm
241 µm
19.98 cm 20.00 cm

When using a fiber coupler which provides a 1.45 mm collimated beam diameter, the
focal length of the lens required to achieve a waist similar to 224 µm can be calculated
via equation 3.13. A lens of focal length f = 400 mm e.g. provides a beam waist of 244 µm.
Such a lens is used to mode match the laser light to the cavity mode, as presented in the
optical setup in section 5.4.1.
The resonance frequencies of the axial and transverse modes of the reference-cavity can
be calculated using eq. 3.12. The frequency spacing ∆ν between two adjacent transverse
modes is 221 MHz.
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5.2.3. Mirror Properties

Figure 5.5.: Transmission of one of the reference-cavity mirrors as a function of wavelength.
This data was provided by the manufacturer (SLS).

The cavity mirror substrates have a super-polished finish and were coated by Advanced
Thin Films (ATF) with a high-finesse coating at both 785 nm and 729 nm. The cavity
linewidth and thus the finesse limits how well a laser can be locked to the cavity at
a certain wavelength using the PDH laser locking scheme. Since our lasers at 785 nm
should be locked to a linewidth of a few kHz or less for the transfer lock, a target finesse of
15000-300006 was chosen which corresponds to a cavity FWHM linewidth of 50−100 kHz.
Additionally, the mirrors were coated for 729 nm light because it is convenient to have
a high-finesse cavity available to lock a laser on the 40 Ca+ |Si ←→ |Di optical qubit
transition wavelength. Since the lifetime of the metastable |Di state is approximately
1 s, the linewidth of the 729 nm laser should be below 1 Hz. This ensures that the qubit’s
coherence is limited by the lifetime of the excited state and not the laser. A target finesse
of > 200000 was requested by us at 729 nm which corresponds to a cavity linewidth
of < 7.5 kHz. In comparison, the QSim team7 uses a reference-cavity with a linewidth
of 4.8 kHz to achieve a laser linewidth of their Ti:Sa laser of approximately 1 Hz on a
timescale of seconds at 729 nm [69].
The mirror transmission spectrum for our reference-cavity mirrors in figure 5.5 was measured by SLS. According to their measurements, at 785 nm a transmission of 132 ppm
was achieved and at 729 nm a transmission of 8 ppm was achieved.
6

Here, an upper limit was chosen as it might be tricky to lock a laser to a very narrow reference-cavity,
because then also on very short timescales the laser linewidth is broader then the cavity linewidth.
Sometimes, in such a case a two-stage stabilization process is necessary, where the laser is first locked
to a medium-finesse cavity, and then to a high-finesse cavity.
7
The QSim team is another team in our group, which works on quantum simulations. Their experiments
is located in the same lab at IQOQI (lab 1) as our experiment.
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Figure 5.6.: Setup for the cavity ringdown measurements: The laser light is sent to the
reference-cavity after being diffracted at an AOM in double pass configuration. This AOM
is supplied with an RF signal from an RF amplifier in combination with a voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO). The photodiode (PD) detects the light transmitted at the cavity. Once the
light in transmission exceeds a threshold, the Schmitt trigger switches from the VCO connected
switch input to a terminated input (term.) which results in no RF signal arriving at the RF
amplifier anymore.

To determine the finesse, the cavity ringdown method, which was discussed in section
3.2.1, was used. The ringdown setup is illustrated in figure 5.6. Here, laser light diffracted
at an AOM in double pass configuration is sent to the reference-cavity. The laser frequency is scanned over the resonance of a TEM00 cavity mode (by applying a triangle
voltage to move a mirror inside the laser cavity) and once the transmitted light, detected by a photodiode, exceeds a certain threshold, the light is rapidly switched off (on
a timescale of approximately 0.5 µs). This switch was achieved via a Schmitt trigger,
connected to the photodiode. The Schmitt trigger switches off the RF signal going to
the AOM and as a result light is not diffracted anymore. The light which is stored in the
cavity then leaks out in an exponentially decaying manner according to eq. 3.27, where
the time constant of the decay is related to the finesse via eq. 3.28. An example for such
a ringdown signal of our reference-cavity is shown in figure 5.7 at a wavelength of 726 nm.

Figure 5.7.: Reference-cavity decay at approximately 726 nm. The red line corresponds to an
exponential fit of the form I(t) = I0 e−(t−t0 )/τ + c, where the decay constant τ can be related to
the finesse.
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Table 5.2.: Mirror transmission, finesse and cavity linewidth at approximately the wavelenghts
of interest: The wavelength of the cavity locking laser at 785 nm, the wavelength of the fundamental of the 393 nm Raman laser at 786 nm and the wavelength of the qubit transition at
729 nm.

Wavelength /nm

784.8

Transmission /ppm
∼ 132
Finesse
22600(500)
Cavity linewidth /kHz
66(2)

785.8

728.9

∼ 135
21300(300)
70(1)

∼8
161000(2000)
9.3(1)

The finesse of the reference-cavity at various wavelengths was measured via cavity ringdown measurements using a widely tunable Ti:Sa laser. The finesse results around 785
nm and 729 nm are shown in figure 5.8 and 5.9 and the results close to wavelengths of
interest are given in table 5.2. The error bars result mainly from the error when fitting
an exponential decay function to the oscilloscope data as well as the uncertainty in cavity
length (an uncertainty of 100 µm was assumed). At 784.8 nm a finesse of 22600(500) was
achieved and SLS promised a finesse between 15000 and 30000, which means that the
target was met. At 728.9 nm a finesse of 161000(2000) was achieved and the target of
>200000 was not met. Given the mirror transmission in figure 5.5, assuming T1 = T2 , eq.
3.29, which relates the finesse F to the sum of total roundtrip losses T1 +T2 +L1 +L2 in the
cavity, can be used to estimate mirror losses L1 + L2 . The results are (L1 + L2 ) ≈ 15 ppm
at 785 nm and (L1 + L2 ) ≈ 25 ppm at 729 nm. Assuming wavelength-independent mirror
losses, it is then possible to calculate an expected finesse curve using eq. 3.29 based on
the transmission curve from figure 5.5, which is shown as the orange curve in figure 5.8
and 5.9. The data and theory curves are shifted with respect to each other. We believe
that the measurements carried out by ATF/SLS are off by approximately 5 nm. Our
wavemeter was confirmed to not be inaccurate by more than a few 100 MHz by comparing it with the QSim team’s wavemeter, calibrated with an ion. Josef Schupp from our
team has also seen shifts in the coating data from ATF when characterizing prospective
mirrors for our ion-cavity.
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Figure 5.8.: Finesse of our reference-cavity around 785 nm: The cavity ringdown signal was
measured with an oscilloscope (Teledyne Lecroy Wavesurfer 3024) at different wavelength values.
The finesse values at these wavelengths (green points) were determined from the time constant
of the cavity decay via eq. 3.28. The finesse error bars result from the uncertainty when fitting
an exponential decay to the ringdown data as well as the uncertainty in reference-cavity length.
The orange curve represents an expected finesse curve based on the mirror transmission data
from figure 5.5 and eq. 3.29.

Figure 5.9.: Finesse of our reference-cavity around 729 nm.
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5.3. Lasers
5.3.1. Ion-Cavity Locking Laser
A Toptica DL pro diode laser at 785 nm is used as the laser which locks the length of
the ion-cavity in the transfer lock. It is controlled via a digital DLC pro laser controller.
Toptica specifies the free running linewidth as 100 kHz over 5 µs, which results from the
frequency-selective feedback via the ECDL grating. The grating can be coarsely tuned
via a screw and fine-tuned via adjusting the voltage to the piezo on which the grating is
mounted. The total tuning range of the laser is specified to be approximately 40 nm with
a mode-hop-free tuning range between 20 and 50 GHz. The maximum output power was
measured by us with a powermeter to be around 120 mW at 785 nm. When locking the
diode laser, feedback can be applied to the grating piezo, to compensate slow drifts, and
to the injection current to narrow the laser linewidth.

5.3.2. Raman Laser

Figure 5.10.: Msquared Ti:Sa laser bow-tie cavity: The cavity consists of four mirrors M1 to
M4, where one mirror (M3) is mounted on a dual-stack piezo and thus movable. The cavity
contains the Ti:Sa crystal (red), an optical diode, a birefringent filter and an etalon. Image
taken from [47]

For the 393 nm Raman laser, an MSquared Solstis-1600-PSX-R Ti:Sa laser is used, where
the fundamental is tuned to 786 nm. In combination with an MSquared ECD-X external
cavity resonant doubler accessory module, the light is frequency doubled to 393 nm. The
tuning range of the fundamental is specified as 725 − 875 nm, limited by the coating of
the cavity mirrors. Therefore, the MSquared Ti:Sa laser can also be tuned and locked
to the 40 Ca+ qubit transition frequency at 729 nm. The laser can be controlled via the
ICE-Bloc (Instrument Control by Ethernet) and a computer user interface. The free
running linewidth of the laser is specified as < 100 kHz over 100 µs. The long term
drift is strongly dependent on lab conditions (temperature, pressure) but a typical value,
according to MSquared, for the free running frequency drift is 100 MHz/hr. The laser is
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optically pumped via a Lighthouse Photonics Sprout laser operating at 532 nm with a
power of 8 W. This results in a maximum output power in the infrared of roughly 2.5 W
and in the blue 1 W (measured by us with a powermeter). The laser cavity is in a bow-tie
configuration, as shown in figure 5.10, which contains the Ti:Sa crystal, an optical diode
and three frequency-selective elements: a birefringent filter, an etalon and a movable
cavity mirror. A course wavelength adjustment can be made by rotating the birefringent
filter. The etalon allows for single-mode operation, as it introduces a spectral loss that
is a much more narrow function of frequency than the spectral loss introduced by the
birefringent filter. The etalon spacing can be adjusted via the computer interface, which
results in the laser oscillating on one specific longitudinal mode of the bow-tie cavity.
The etalon can then be locked to this longitudinal mode by dithering the etalon spacing
at a frequency of 19 kHz. One of the mirrors (M3, figure 5.10) inside the laser cavity is
mounted on a dual stack piezo, which allows for fast and slow feedback, with a bandwidth
of up to ∼ 100 kHz (limited by a strong resonance of the piezo), for frequency-stabilization
of the laser and linewidth narrowing.

5.4. Optical and Electronic Setup of the Transfer Lock

Figure 5.11.: Optical (purple) and electronic (yellow) setup of the MSquared Ti:Sa and diode
laser locks: The light (orange, green) from the two lasers (blue) is sent through the optical setup.
The electronic setup is used to lock the two lasers to the reference-cavity from two opposite
sides. The following abbreviations are used in the figure: optical isolator (OI), Glan Thompson
Polarizer (GTP), electro-optic modulator (EOM), photodiode (PD) and low pass filter (LP).
The pink part of the image shows the future path to the experiment.
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5.4.1. Optical Setup
Shown in purple in figure 5.11 and in figure 5.12 is the optical setup of the transfer lock.
The light from the two lasers enters the reference-cavity from opposite sides. In each case,
the light first goes through a fiber8 (1.45 mm output coupler9 ), through a λ/2-plate10 ,
an optical isolator11 and a Glan Thompson polarizer (GTP)12 . The GTP, which provides
linearly polarized light with high purity, in combination with the λ/2-plate can be used
to adjust the intensity of the light going to the cavity (tens of µW). The optical isolator
reduces etalon effects and avoids light being reflected back into the laser13 . The GTP
is adjusted such that the light polarization is matched as well as possible to the crystal
axis of the EOM to reduce RAM (as presented in section 3.2.2). Two different EOMs
are used in the path of the diode laser (EOM 114 ) and MSquared Ti:Sa laser (EOM 215 ).
After going through the EOM, the light passes a 50:50 beam splitter, the lens16 for mode
matching to the cavity17 , a polarizing beam splitter (PBS), and finally a λ/4-plate, which
changes the light polarization from linear to circular. The light which is reflected by the
cavity passes the λ/4-plate again which changes the polarization back to linear, but now
orthogonal to the initial linear polarization. This light is then reflected at the PBS and
detected by a fast photodiode18 for laser locking. The light which is transmitted by the
cavity is converted back to the initial linear polarization via the λ/4-plate on the other
side, passes the PBS and is reflected onto a photodiode19 and CCD camera20 via a 50:50
beam splitter.

5.4.2. Electronic Setup
For phase modulation, the EOMs are driven with the signal from a function generator21
at 5.7 MHz and 8 MHz (EOM 1 and EOM 2, respectively). The signal is amplified22 ,
where the frequency range over which the signal can be amplified has a bandwidth of 7
8

Thorlabs P3-780PM-FC-2 (FC/APC, PM at 780 nm, length 2 m)
Schäfter+Kirchhoff fiber collimator 60FC-M8-10, AR coated 630 − 980 nm
10
CeNing waveplates (zero order, AR coated at 780 nm)
11
For diode laser: Thorlabs IO-3D-780-VLP (isolation 34 − 40 dB, operating range 760 − 800 nm), for
Ti:Sa laser Newport ISO-04-780-LP (isolation isolation 30−38 dB, center wavelength 780 nm, tunable
720 − 840 nm)
12
Thorlabs GTH5M-B (AR coated 650 − 1050 nm)
13
The diode laser already has a 60 dB optical isolator installed, but the MSquared Ti:Sa does not contain
an isolator to avoid light being reflected back into the laser.
14
Thorlabs EO-PM-NR-C1
15
QiOptiq PM-C-BB
16
Thorlabs LA1172-B, focal length f = 400 mm, AR coated 650 − 1050 nm
17
Usually a laser is locked to a TEM00 mode of the cavity. The PDH error signal slope is proportional
to the power in the mode and the TEM00 mode typically appears higher than other modes in the
spectrum. This is due to local defects in the coating, where the TEM00 with the smallest spot size
on the mirrors displays the lowest losses.
18
Thorlabs PDA10A-EC (200 − 1100nm, 150 MHz bandwidth)
19
Ti:Sa laser path: Thorlabs PDA10A-EC (200 − 1100nm, 150 MHz bandwidth), diode laser path:
PDA36A-EC (350 − 1100nm, 10 MHz bandwidth, switchable gain)
20
Conrad CMOS 700TVL
21
SRS DS345
22
QiOptiq SIN-Amplifier
9
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MHz. The amplifiers used here don’t provide the possibility to adjust the phase of the
signal, which is necessary to optimize the PDH error signal. However, since the frequency
can be changed, it is always possible to find a frequency for which the phase is roughly
optimized. The signal from the function generator is additionally sent to a mixer23 to
generate the PDH error signal. The other input of the mixer is connected to the fast
photodiode which detects the light reflected at the cavity. This photodiode signal is first
low pass filtered24 to reduce noise at high frequencies and passes a transformer25 to avoid
ground loops. In the case of the MSquared Ti:Sa laser, the photodiode signal is also
amplified with an amplifier26 which in turn amplifies the PDH error signal at the output
of the mixer improving the S/N ratio27 . For both laser locks, the output of the mixer
has to be low-pass filtered to recover the form of the PDH error signal as shown in figure
3.8b. The error signals of the diode laser at 785 nm and MSquared Ti:Sa laser at 785 nm
and 729 nm are shown in appendix A. These error signals are fed into the input of the
respective PID-controllers.
A Toptica Digilock110 module is used for PID-control of the diode laser. The Digilock
contains three controllers: A fast digital PID-controller and an analog P-controller, for
fast feedback to the injection current, and another digital PID-controller to compensate
slow drifts, where feedback is applied to the diffraction grating of the ECDL. The fast
feedback branch has a bandwidth of 10 MHz.
A Toptica FALC110, which is a very fast (45 MHz bandwidth) analog controller, is used
for PID-control to lock the MSquared Ti:Sa laser. The FALC110 also has two outputs.
Both controller output signals are sent to mirror M3 inside the laser cavity, via the
ICE-Bloc, which is mounted on the dual-stack piezo. When locking the lasers to the
reference-cavity, the PID-parameters are optimized such that fluctuations in the error
signal are minimized and the transmission of light at the cavity is maximized.

Figure 5.12.: Photograph of the optical setup: The centerpiece is the reference-cavity vacuum
chamber with the attached ion pump. The optics for PDH locking of two lasers to the cavity
from two sides are shown.
23

MiniCircuits ZAD-1-1+
MiniCircuits filters
25
MiniCircuits FTB-1-1 (diode laser) and FTB-1-6 (MSquared laser)
26
MiniCircuits ZFL-1000
27
This can be done internally in the locking module used for the diode laser.
24
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Frequency-Stability of the Locked
Lasers
As discussed in section 3.3.2, performing a frequency beat measurement allows the linewidth
of a laser and drift with respect to a second laser to be measured. This technique is now
used to characterize the diode laser and MSquared Ti:Sa laser, locked to our referencecavity. To be able to observe a beat note, the following conditions have to be met: The
spatial distributions and polarizations of the two light fields involved in the beat measurement must not be orthogonal and the beat frequency must lie within the bandwidth
of the photo detector, which is typically between a few MHz up to tens of GHz. Since
there is no other narrow 785 nm lasers in our lab (lab 1 at IQOQI) available, such that
the frequency difference between the lasers is sufficiently small, one idea is to lock the
diode laser and MSquared Ti:Sa laser to two adjacent modes of our reference-cavity at
785 nm and beat them with each other1 . However, the linewidth of the beat can be less
than the sum or quadratic sum of the individual laser linewidths, if the phase noise of the
two lasers is partially correlated. Since the two lasers are locked to the same cavity, any
contribution of the cavity to the laser linewidth drops out in a beat between them. Therefore, such a measurement is not conclusive as it may not represent the actual linewidths
of the lasers.
A solution is to use the frequency comb in the adjacent lab 2. This frequency comb
(Menlo Systems FC1500) is based on a mode-locked Erbium-doped fiber ring laser. The
repetition rate and carrier envelope offset can either be locked to a GPS-based 10 MHz
frequency reference based on a quartz oscillator, which results in comb teeth in the MHz
range (FWHM), or optically locked to the narrow (1 Hz) QSim 729 nm laser in lab 1, itself
locked to a ULE reference-cavity, with a drift rate of 63 mHz/s [69] [70]. By measuring
a beat signal between the QSim laser and the frequency comb with a fast photodiode,
and then using this signal as a reference to feedback to an EOM inside the cavity of the
mode-locked laser, the comb teeth can be narrowed to a few Hz FWHM.
Using this frequency comb, it was possible to measure the linewidths of the diode laser
and MSquared Ti:Sa laser at 785 nm, as well as the drift rates, which is presented in this
chapter. The goal is to verify linewidths of both lasers of less than 10 kHz at 785 nm and
drift rates of less than 1 Hz/s. Moreover, the MSquared Ti:Sa laser was locked to the
reference-cavity at 729 nm and the laser linewidth was measured in a beat measurement
1

Eventually, the Raman laser (Ti:Sa) will operate at 786 nm, as this corresponds to the fundamental
of the 393 nm light, required for the Raman process. However, since the linewidth of the referencecavity at 785 nm and 786 nm is very similar, i.e. approximately 66(2) kHz and 70(1) kHz, respectively,
the laser linewidth result at 785 nm should be representative of the result which can be achieved at
786 nm.
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with the QSim 729 nm laser, which is also presented in the following.

6.1. Linewidths of the Lasers
6.1.1. MSquared Ti:Sa Laser and Diode Laser at 785 nm

Figure 6.1.: Setup for the linewidth measurements: The diode laser and MSquared Ti:Sa laser
are tuned to 785 nm and locked to two adjacent modes (TEM10 and TEM00 , respectively) of
the reference-cavity. By shifting the light from the diode laser with AOMs, a beat frequency
at 94 MHz between the diode laser and MSquared Ti:Sa laser is obtained. Both lasers are sent
through a 20 m long fiber to the adjacent lab 2. Light from the QSim 729 nm laser is also sent
to lab 2 through a different fiber (20 m, fiber-noise cancelled). The frequency comb is optically
locked to the QSim 729 nm laser to narrow the comb teeth to Hz level. Here, the frequency beat
between the QSim laser and comb is detected with a fast photodiode (PD) and used as feedback
to be kept constant. The light from the diode laser and MSquared Ti:Sa laser is superimposed
with the light from the frequency comb on a second photodiode. Before measuring the beat
signals with the photodiodes, the light is diffracted at a diffraction grating, such that the
photodiodes don’t get oversaturated. The photodiode detecting the beats between the comb,
diode laser and MSquared Ti:Sa laser is connected to a spectrum analyzer to investigate the
linewidths of the beats signals.

The linewidths of the MSquared Ti:Sa laser and diode laser at 785 nm were determined
via a frequency beat measurement with the frequency comb. The setup for the linewidth
measurements is shown in figure 6.1.
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In lab 1, the diode laser and MSquared Ti:Sa laser are locked to a TEM01 and TEM00
mode of our reference-cavity, respectively. The frequency of the TEM01 mode is 221 MHz
higher than the frequency of the TEM00 mode. By using a double-pass AOM at 2 ×
200 MHz2 in the diode laser path to the reference-cavity and another single pass AOM at
85 MHz3 in the path to where the diode laser and MSquared Ti:Sa laser are overlapped
on a 50:50 beam splitter, the beat frequency can be shifted to 94 MHz. Both lasers are
coupled into one 20 m long fiber which goes to lab 2. Additionally, the light from the
Qsim 729 nm laser is sent through a different fiber to lab 2 (20 m, fiber-noise cancelled).
In lab 2, the light from the diode laser and MSquared Ti:Sa laser is overlapped with
light from the frequency comb on a fast photodiode4 . This photodiode is connected to a
spectrum analyzer5 to measure the frequency beats between the MSquared Ti:Sa laser,
diode laser and frequency comb.
To narrow the comb teeth to approximately 1 Hz on a timescale of a few seconds, the
repetition rate and carrier envelope offset frequency of the frequency comb have to be
optically locked. This is achieved by superimposing comb light with light from the narrow
QSim 729 nm laser on a second photodiode, where the beat signal between the QSim laser
and comb is used as a reference for the optical lock. As a result, the comb teeth are much
more narrow than the linewidths of the MSquared Ti:Sa laser and diode laser are expected
to be.
The measured linewidth results are now presented. In order to be able to compare the
different beat linewidths, the same sweep time of 1.2 s and resolution bandwidth of 100
Hz was used for all of the measurements. The average of 10 consecutive sweeps was used,
such that the linewidths shown correspond to linewidths of the lasers over a timescale of
12 s.
Table 6.1.: Linewidths of the beat signals involving the respective laser pairs.

Beat

FWHM Linewidth

diode laser and MSquared Ti:Sa laser
MSquared Ti:Sa laser and frequency comb
diode laser and frequency comb

101(2) Hz
87(1) Hz
180(3) Hz

Figure 6.2 shows the beat between the MSquared Ti:Sa laser and diode laser. The FWHM
linewidth of the Lorentzian fit is 101(2) Hz. One can see 1.9 kHz sidebands resulting from
a mechanical resonance of the MSquared Ti:Sa laser, which are approximately 15 dB below
the carrier6 . Figure 6.3 shows the beat between the MSquared Ti:Sa laser and frequency
comb. The linewidth of the Lorentzian fit is 87(1) Hz. Again, one can see the 1.9 kHz
resonances, which are approximately 15 dB suppressed. Turning up the gain of the fast
2

Gooch & Housego 3200-124
Gooch & Housego 3080-125
4
MenloSystems APD110, wavelength range 400 − 1000 nm, frequency range 1 − 800 MHz
5
Rohde & Schwartz FSP (Resolution bandwidth 1 Hz to 10 MHz, freqency range 9 kHz to 3 GHz)
6
Zooming out further, see appendix B, one can also see the MSquared Ti:Sa laser’s etalon dither
frequency at 19 kHz, more than 20 dB below the carrier and servo bumps of the diode laser at
approximately 400 kHz.
3
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feedback branch of the MSquared Ti:Sa laser too high showed a resonance at 67 kHz,
likely a resonance of the fast piezo. Figure 6.4 shows the beat between the diode laser
and comb. The linewidth of the Lorentzian fit is 180(3) Hz. The S/N ratio for this beat is
the worst out of all of them due to the limited light power available. Table 6.1 shows an
overview of the measured beat linewidths over a timescale of 12 s. The fact that the line
shapes are Lorentzian rather than Gaussian indicates that white frequency noise plays a
dominant role and low frequency noise sources, moving the Lorentzian around a center
frequency, which creates a Gaussian lineshape, contribute less.
Under the reasonable assumption, that the MSquared Ti:Sa laser and diode laser linewidths
are much broader than the linewidth of the comb teeth, it can be estimated that the beat
linewidth between the diode laser and comb (MSquared Ti:Sa laser and comb) is approximately equal to the linewidth of the diode laser (MSquared Ti:Sa laser). The fact that
the individual laser linewidths of the diode laser and MSquared laser don’t add up to
the beat linewidth between the two lasers indicates, that the noise of the two lasers is
partially correlated. Such a correlation can result from instabilities of the reference-cavity
length, which affect both the diode laser and MSquared laser, locked to the referencecavity, equally. Another source for correlated laser noise is fiber noise. Since the diode
laser and MSquared Ti:Sa laser are sent through the same fiber, fiber noise will affect the
two lasers equally.

Figure 6.2.: Beat between MSquared Ti:Sa laser and diode laser measured over a timescale
of 12 s (average of 10 consecutive measurements) and a resolution bandwidth of 100 Hz with a
Lorentzian fit (blue, FWHM linewidth of 101(2) Hz): The MSquared Ti:Sa laser was locked to
our reference-cavity (TEM00 ) using a FALC110 PID-controller. The diode laser was locked to
the same reference-cavity to the adjacent TEM01 mode, using a Digilock110 . Small sidebands
at 1.9 kHz are visible due to a mechanical resonance of the MSquared Ti:Sa laser.
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Figure 6.3.: Beat between MSquared Ti:Sa laser and frequency comb measured over a timescale
of 12 s (average of 10 consecutive measurements) and a resolution bandwidth of 100 Hz with a
Lorentzian fit (blue, FWHM linewidth of 87(1) Hz): The frequency comb was optically locked
to the narrow QSim 729 nm laser, resulting in a comb teeth linewidth of a few Hz.

Figure 6.4.: Beat between frequency comb and diode laser measured over a timescale of 12 s (average of 10 consecutive measurements) and a resolution bandwidth of 100 Hz with a Lorentzian
fit (blue, FWHM linewidth of 180(3) Hz): Here, the S/N ratio was worse compared to the previous measurements due to the limited light power available. There are small sidebands visible
at 1.1 kHz, whose origin could not be determined.
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In conclusion, the goal was to narrow the diode laser and MSquared Ti:Sa laser to
linewidths of a few kHz or less. This goal was achieved for both laser systems. In
the experiment, the narrow diode laser will act as a stable reference to lock the length of
the cavity around the ion to a small fraction of its linewidth set by the mirror properties.
The Raman laser linewidth is also locked to within the linewidth of the Raman transition
which ensures a coherent transfer of population during a cavity-mediate Raman process.

6.1.2. MSquared Ti:Sa Laser at 729 nm

Figure 6.5.: Beat signal between our MSquared Ti:Sa laser locked at 729 nm and QSim laser
measured over a timescale of 11.5 s (average of 10 consecutive measurements), with a resolution
bandwidth of 30 Hz with a Lorentzian fit (blue, FWHM linewidth of 26.7(2) Hz): Our MSquared
Ti:Sa was locked to a TEM00 mode of our reference-cavity using a FALC110 PID-controller.
The noise around the carrier is likely fiber noise.

To characterize how well the MSquared Ti:Sa laser can be locked to the reference-cavity
at 729 nm, a frequency beat measurement with the QSim 729 nm laser was performed.
These measurements were performed in lab 1, where the light from the QSim 729 nm
laser was sent through a 10 m long fiber7 . The result is shown in figure 6.5. The FWHM
linewidth of the Lorentzian fit is 26.7(2) Hz over a timescale of 11.5 s. When turning up
the gain of the fast feedback branch too high, a 105 kHz resonances can be observed in
the lock, which corresponds to a resonance of the fast piezo of the Ti:Sa. This resonance
can only be observed in the 729 nm lock, not in the 785 nm lock. The difference between
the locks is that for the 729 nm lock, where very fast feedback is required due to the
narrow cavity linewidth and correspondingly steep PDH error signal slope, a D-controller
had to be used, which was not necessary for the 785 nm lock. A D-controller extends
the feedback bandwidth of the laser lock, such that here this resonance frequency of
the piezo could be reached. Here, the limitation in terms of linewidth of our MSquared
7

No fiber-noise cancellation was implemented here which can mean that the linewidth of the QSim laser
is broadened due to fiber noise
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Ti:Sa laser is probably the bandwidth of the feedback elements of the laser. With faster
feedback elements, e.g. using an AOM or EOM, it should be possible to narrow the laser
linewidth to ∼ 1 Hz FWHM on a timescale of seconds, which was achieved in another
team in our group with the same type of laser [64]. Furthermore, shielding the cavity
better from acoustic noise and vibrations by putting it in an acoustically isolated box
sitting on sorbothane pads can also improve the locked laser stability.

6.2. Drifts of the Lasers
Now the drifts of the diode laser and MSquared Ti:Sa laser, which are locked to the
reference-cavity at 785 nm, are determined. As discussed earlier, when performing a
frequency beat measurement involving two lasers, only the relative drift between them
can be measured by tracking the beat frequency over time. If the amount and direction
of the drift of one of the lasers is known, then the absolute drift of the second laser can be
determined. In the previous section, the frequency comb was locked to the QSim 729 nm
laser, to narrow the comb teeth to Hz level. In that setup, the frequency comb drifts
along with the QSim laser8 . Since the frequency drift of the QSim 729 nm laser can be
monitored via Ramsey experiments with a trapped 40 Ca+ ion, the frequency comb would
serve as an appropriate reference, with a well-known drift rate, for a drift measurement
with the diode laser or MSquared Ti:Sa laser. However, the optical frequency comb lock
is not suitable for measurements on a long timescale, as it is very sensitive to acoustic
noise in the lab. Since narrow comb teeth, the main reason for using the optical lock, are
not required for the drift measurement, the repetition rate and carrier envelope offset of
the frequency comb are now locked to the 10 MHz GPS frequency reference, which results
in a stable lock on a timescale of hours. To still be able to keep track of the drift of the
comb, a beat measurement between the QSim 729 nm laser and comb is performed, where
the drift of the QSim 729 nm laser is monitored via Ramsey experiments with a trapped
40
Ca+ ion. As a result, the drift of the comb can be monitored via an ion as a frequency
reference, without having the comb optically locked and thus avoiding instability-related
problems during the long drift measurements.
The drifts of the diode laser and MSquared Ti:Sa laser were determined by tracking
the beat between the MSquared Ti:Sa laser and diode laser and the beat between the
MSquared Ti:Sa laser and the frequency comb, which has a well-known drift.
The setup for the drift measurement is similar to the previous setup from figure 6.1.
As already stated, one difference is that the frequency comb is locked to the 10 MHz
GPS signal. Furthermore, in contrast to before, where the photodiode detecting the
beat between the diode laser, MSquared Ti:Sa laser and frequency comb, was connected
to the spectrum analyzer, now the photodiode signal is split and sent to inputs of the
frequency counter9 , which is part of the comb electronics. Appropriate bandpass filters
are chosen such that the S/N ratio is improved sufficiently for the counter to detect the
8

In principle, the drift of the 729 nm laser, which results from aging-related drifts of the QSim referencecavity (63 mHz/s), can be compensated with AOMs. But this was not done for any of the measurements performed in the course of this thesis.
9
The counter works up to 60 MHz so the beat between MSquared Ti:Sa laser and diode laser at 94 MHz
was mixed down to 39 MHz with a Rhode & Schwarz SMC100A.
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beat frequency accurately. To ensure that the frequency counter works properly, the
photodiode signals are further split and sent to two inputs of the counter, where one
input is attenuated by 10 dB. If the two frequency curves match, the S/N ratio is good
enough. The frequency counter is referenced to the same 10 MHz GPS reference as the
comb and records a frequency value every second.
The QSim 729 nm laser is additionally used in Ramsey experiments to determine its
absolute drift with a 40 Ca+ ion in a linear Paul trap in lab 2 as a reference. Ramsey
experiments in two different atomic transitions allow the laser-atom frequency difference
to be distinguished from changes in the local magnetic field [69]. The three beats, which
are tracked to determine the drift of the lasers, are at 19 MHz (QSim and comb), 30 MHz
(comb and MSquared) and 39 MHz (MSquared and diode laser). The positions of the
three lasers with respect to the frequency comb are shown in figure 6.6. The repetition
rate of the comb and therefore the spacing of the comb teeth is 250 MHz.

Figure 6.6.: Positions of the three lasers with respect to the comb during the drift measurements: Here, DL is the diode laser, Ti:Sa the MSquared laser, and 729 the QSim laser.

The three beat signals tracked over the course of a few hours with the frequency counter
and the drift of the QSim 729 nm laser measured via Ramsey experiments are provided
in appendix C.
The absolute drifts of the MSquared Ti:Sa laser and diode laser, which are locked to the
reference-cavity, are obtained by substracting the different beat and Ramsey curves: The
drift of the comb is determined by subtracting the beat between comb and Qsim laser
from the drift of the Qsim laser (measured with Ramsey experiments). Then the drift
of the MSquared Ti:Sa laser is calculated by subtracting the beat between MSquared
laser and comb from the drift of the comb. Finally, the drift of the diode laser is found
by subtracting the beat between MSquared laser and diode laser from the drift of the
MSquared laser.
The absolute drifts of the MSquared Ti:Sa laser and diode laser are shown in figure 6.7.
The drift of the MSquared laser is approximately linear, which means that this drift likely
corresponds to the aging-related drift of the reference-cavity. A linear fit 0.202(1)t−49(4)
can be applied to the MSquared Ti:Sa laser data, which shows that the reference-cavity
drifts at a rate of 202(1) mHz/s which is less than the goal of 1 Hz/s.
The diode laser shows additional drifts on the timescale of the lab air conditioning cycle.
After examining the optical setup of the laser locks with a heat gun, it turned out that
these drifts are caused by the Thorlabs EOM that was used to modulate sidebands for
locking onto the diode laser. This EOM, in contrast to the QiOptiq EOM, used in the
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MSquared Ti:Sa laser locking path, has only one crystal inside. It is thus much more
sensitive to temperature changes in the lab which leads to a change in RAM and therefore
the DC offset of the PDH error signal. The frequency of the diode laser then follows this
change in the DC offset. The Thorlabs EOM has since been replaced with another
QiOptiq EOM. Once the temperature related drifts are removed from the green trace in
figure 6.7, the same linear drift rate as for the red line should be achieved. This is further
evidence that this linear drift is due to the aging-related drift of the common cavity. Such
a cavity drift usually decreases with time [58]. Since the reference-cavity was less than
a year old when these measurements were taken, it is expected that the drift rate will
decrease in the future.
In the context of quantum network experiments with a remote cavity-enhanced trappedion node, a drift rate of the laser systems of approximately 200 mHz/s (720 Hz/hr) represents a satisfactory result. When the ion-cavity locking laser and Raman laser fundamental drift at this rate, the locked ion-cavity drifts at 720 Hz/hr and the 393 nm Raman
laser drifts at 1440 Hz/hr, a factor of two faster due to frequency doubling. This means
that after approximately 140 hours, which is much longer than our experiments will be,
the frequency difference between the Raman laser and cavity resonance frequency will be
as much as the expected ion-cavity linewidth (100 kHz). After 70 hours, the linewidths of
the Raman laser and cavity will start to become resolved such that the Raman condition
is not maintained any longer. After 140 hours, the frequency of the photons generated
in the cavity-mediated Raman process will have drifted by one ion-cavity linewidth and
may not match the remote cavity frequency anymore.

Figure 6.7.: Abolute frequency drifts of the MSquared Ti:Sa laser (red) and diode (green):
The data points that don’t follow the curve are cycle slips of the frequency counter, which
occur when someone knocks the optical table the laser is located. The frequency of the diode
laser shows an increased instability compared to the MSquared due to a higher temperature
sensitivity of the EOM used in the diode laser locking path.
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The main goal for the stabilized laser systems, i.e.
the MSquared Ti:Sa laser at 786 nm and the diode
laser at 785 nm, is that they will be used in a transfer lock to implement a cavity-mediated Raman process. Unfortunately, since our experiment is still
under construction, it was not possible to test the
transfer lock with a cavity-enhanced trapped-ion
system. At the end of this master’s thesis, the ioncavity has yet to be put inside our vacuum chamber
where the ion trap has already been successfully installed. However, a test ion-cavity, similar to the
one that will eventually be put in vacuum, was built
and setup in air. Locking such a test ion-cavity allows the process of locking a cavity to a stable laser
to be practiced. Important characteristics of the
ion-cavity structure can be learned from this, e.g.
resonances which are driven via the feedback loop
during locking. Such resonances and their effect on
the lock can then be investigated which allows us
to think about solutions to these problems prior to
Figure 7.1.: Test ion-cavity: The
putting an ion-cavity in vacuum.
A second goal, which was not the main focus of test-cavity is setup in air. The mirror
this work, was to lock the MSquared Ti:Sa laser to spacing and height can be controlled
via piezos.
the reference-cavity at 729 nm, the transition wavelength of the optical qubit in 40 Ca+ . Since we had an ion trap available at the end of this
master’s thesis, it was possible to use the laser locked at 729 nm to manipulate a trapped
40
Ca+ ion and observe Rabi flops.

7.1. Test Ion-Cavity Lock at 785 nm
7.1.1. Test Ion-Cavity Properties
The test ion-cavity, which is shown in figure 7.1, was assembled by Josef Schupp. The
cavity is glued onto a U-structure, where each cavity mirror is glued on top of shear
piezos, which allow motion of the mirrors along the cavity axis. The cavity-U structure
is mounted on x,y,z translation stages for nano positioning of the cavity mode, eventually
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with respect to trapped ions at the cavity focus. The test ion-cavity has a mirror spacing
of L = 2 cm, such that our ion trap fits between the mirrors, and is in the near concentric
regime [12]. The test-cavity mirrors were coated by ATF.

Figure 7.2.: Transmitted intensity at the test-cavity: The test-cavity length was scanned by
applying a triangle voltage to one of the mirror piezos. When scanning over the resonance of
a TEM00 mode and the sidebands in 50 ms, the displayed signal (dark green) was observed on
an oscilloscope. The time axis of the oscilloscope was converted to the frequency axis shown
here by relating the sideband time-distance to the known EOM modulation frequency 7.4 MHz.
Six individual Lorentzian curves (yellow, orange and red lines) were fitted to the birefringent
signal. The individual fits add up to give the light-green six-peak Lorentzian fit.

First, the test ion-cavity mirror properties were characterized at 785 nm. Light from the
MSquared Ti:Sa laser locked to the reference-cavity at 785 nm was phase-modulated with
an EOM to put sidebands on it. This light was then sent into the test ion-cavity. The test
ion-cavity length was scanned by applying a triangle voltage to one of the piezos under
a cavity mirror. A DC voltage from an HV converter was applied to the other mirror, to
find the resonance of a TEM00 mode of the test-cavity. The cavity resonance as well as
the sidebands resulting from the phase modulation process were observed when detecting
the light transmitted at the test-cavity with a photodiode. This is shown in figure 7.2.
One can see six peaks instead of the expected three, one carrier and two sidebands, due to
the cavity being birefringent. The birefringence of the mirrors results from gluing related
stress on the mirrors. Six Lorentzian fits were matched to the data points in figure 7.2 to
determine the position and linewidths of the peaks. The time axis of the oscilloscope was
converted to frequency units, by relating the average distance between the carriers and
corresponding sidebands to the known EOM modulation frequency of 7.4 MHz. Then, the
linewidth of the cavity was calculated in units of frequency. The average cavity linewidth
of one polarization mode is 1.08(8) MHz at 785 nm. We were hoping to achieve a result
in the range of 100 kHz at this wavelength. The finesse is therefore much lower than
requested by us.
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These test-cavity mirrors are not suitable to be used for the final cavity, which will
go inside the vacuum chamber with the ion trap, to implement the cavity-mediated
Raman process, for the following reasons. First, birefringent mirrors result in undesirable
effects when encoding a flying qubit in two orthogonal polarization states of a photon,
as presented in section 2.5. For example, in this case entanglement with the frequency
degree of freedom is not avoided. Due to the energy splitting√between the polarization
states in superposition, e.g. when preparing a photon state 1/ 2(|Hi + |V i), the phase
of the superposition state rotates in time, where after a certain time a state orthogonal to
the initial state is created. This results in the fidelity being a sinusoidal function of time.
In principle, this effect can be calibrated, but this becomes difficult if the birefringence is
very large. Therefore, it is generally better to have near-degenerate polarization modes,
which then presents no restriction. For the final ion-cavity mirrors, great care during
the gluing process needs to be taken such that birefringence is minimized as much as
possible. Second, the test-cavity linewidth at 785 nm, which depends on the properties
of the mirror coatings, is 1.08(8) MHz, much broader than desired. This limits how well
the test-cavity can be locked to the reference laser. In principle, it would be possible
to tune the laser to a different wavelength where the finesse of the test-cavity is higher.
However, the mirror losses at 854 nm (measured by Josef Schupp) are also significantly
higher than requested. As a result, no mirrors from this coating run can be used for the
final ion-cavity.

7.1.2. Test Ion-Cavity Lock Characterization
The test ion-cavity was locked in air using the setup shown in figure 7.3. First, the
MSquared Ti:Sa laser1 was locked at 785 nm to a TEM00 mode of the reference-cavity.
The light of the locked laser was then used as a stable reference to lock the test ion-cavity
via a PDH locking scheme to a TEM00 mode2 . Since the FSR of the test ion-cavity is
large at 7.5 GHz, double resonance of the reference-cavity and test ion-cavity could only
be achieved for certain longitudinal modes of the reference-cavity.
The PDH error signal of the test ion-cavity is shown in figure 7.4. Due to the birefringence
of the cavity, the error signal shows a curve in the middle of the slope. Therefore the
cavity should not be locked to the center of the error signal but an offset should be added,
such that the cavity can be locked to one polarisation mode, i.e. a part of the error signal
that is linear. The sideband frequency was again used to convert time to frequency units.

1

Eventually the diode laser will be used to lock the ion-cavity. However, for this test we used the
MSquared laser as we expected the locking of the test ion-cavity in air to be challenging and wanted
to have the option of tuning the locking laser to various different wavelengths where the finesse of
the test ion-cavity is different, in the case that we didn’t succeed at 785 nm.
2
For the cavity-mediated Raman process with a trapped ion, the e.g. TEM01 mode should be chosen
as it has an intensity minimum along the ion string, which reduces AC Stark shifts.
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Figure 7.3.: Setup of the test ion-cavity lock: The MSquared Ti:Sa laser is locked to our
reference-cavity at 785 nm via a PDH locking scheme. This light is then used as a stable
reference to lock the length of the test ion-cavity in air using again a PDH scheme. Feedback
for the test ion-cavity lock goes to one of the mirror piezos. A high DC voltage is applied to
the other piezo to find the resonance of a TEM00 mode of the test ion-cavity. The focal length
of lenses L1 and L2 is f = 50 mm.

Figure 7.4.: Test ion-cavity error signal: The PDH error signal (green) was measured by
having the MSquared Ti:Sa laser locked to a TEM00 mode of the reference-cavity at 785 nm
and then scanning the length of the test ion-cavity over the resonance of a TEM00 mode via
applying a triangle voltage to one of the piezos. The time axis of the oscilloscope, was converted
to the frequency axis shown here by relating the sideband time-distance to the known EOM
modulation frequency 7.4 MHz. The orange line represents a linear fit to the error signal slope,
which is used to determine the error signal’s PSD in frequency units.
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Resonances of the Test Ion-Cavity Structure
To lock the test-cavity to the laser, feedback was applied to one mirror piezo using an
SRS sim960 PID-controller, while a DC voltage was applied to the other piezo to find the
resonance of a TEM00 mode. Here, only the I-controller could be used as the lock became
unstable immediately when switching on the P-gain due to the the P-controller driving
resonances of the cavity-U structure. To investigate these resonances, white noise was
applied to the second piezo on top of the DC voltage, while having the cavity locked with
the I-controller. The locked error signal of the test ion-cavity with white noise applied
is shown in figure 7.5. There are resonances visible in the spectrum, which are on the
order of the resonances predicted by finite element simulations of the ion-cavity structure
carried out by Josef Schupp in Comsol. The most prominent ones are at multiples of
approximately 7 kHz and 8 kHz. Even though these could not be identified as specific
modes in Josef Schupp’s simulations, we believe that they correspond to shear modes of
the U-structure, where the test-cavity mirrors oscillate out of phase which changes the
test-cavity length. Modes, where the test-cavity mirrors oscillate in phase should not
show up in the error signal spectrum.
Using filters in the feedback path, i.e. filter the signal going from the PID-controller
to the piezo, should avoid driving such resonances via the feedback loop and provide
the possibility to improve the lock. In the following, the feedback signal is filtered with
different low pass filters to suppress driving these resonances. For each filter the PIDparameters are optimized and the influence of the filters on the locked linewidth of the
test ion-cavity is investigated.

Figure 7.5.: Resonances of the test ion-cavity structure: This spectrum was measured with
the FFT function of an oscilloscope and the average over 10 points is shown.
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Locked Linewidth
To determine to what fraction of its linewidth (1.08(8) MHz, set by the mirror properties
at 785 nm) the cavity is locked to, the locked error signal spectrum was analyzed and the
linewidth was determined via the scheme presented in section 3.3.1 for an arbitrary noise
spectrum. First, the cavity was locked and the time-domain error signal was recorded
over 200 ms with a sample number of 10000 points, using an oscilloscope. By applying
an FFT algorithm and using eq. 3.40, the PSD in units of V2 /Hz was calculated from
the measured data points. The PSD was converted to units of Hz2 /Hz by multiplying it
with 1/D2 , where D is the slope of the error signal. A linear fit (red) was matched to
the lower part of the error signal slope in figure 7.4, to obtain the conversion factor D in
units V/Hz.
The area between the PSD and β−separation line is related to the linewidth via eq.
3.46. The power spectrum was analyzed for different low pass filters (1, 2 and 5 kHz)
in the feedback path. Without the filters it was impossible to switch on the P-gain of
the controller and only the I-controller could be used to lock the cavity and maintain a
stable lock. Using any of the filters allowed the P-gain to be switched on. As a result,
low frequency noise in the PSD could be reduced.
Table 7.1 shows a comparison of the linewidths obtained with the β−separation line
method when using different low-pass filters. The linewidth improves with the 5 kHz and
2 kHz filter, compared to the lock without filter, because the use of the P-gain reduces
low frequency noise. When using the 1 kHz filter, the linewidth becomes worse again,
likely because the feedback bandwidth is reduced too much by the filter. Eventually
a more sophisticated filter scheme should be implemented, e.g. a notch filter which
only suppresses selected frequencies corresponding to the resonance frequencies of the
structure and transmits all other frequencies with little attenuation. In this way, the
feedback bandwidth can be exploited as well as possible, while the driving of resonances
is avoided.
Table 7.1.: Linewidth results of the test ion-cavity lock using different low pass filters in the
feedback path. The errors in the linewidths result from the uncertainty in the error signal slope.

Filter

Linewidth

Fraction of cavity linewidth (1.08(8) MHz)

192(6) kHz
5 kHz 133(4) kHz
2 kHz 97(3) kHz
1 kHz 103(3) kHz

0.18(1)
0.12(1)
0.090(7)
0.095(8)

Figure 7.6 shows the PSD, averaged over 10 points, and β−separation line for the lock
with the 2 kHz filter, for which the best linewidth result was achieved. There is still
a resonance at 7 kHz visible, which had been eliminated when using the 5 kHz filter.
Likely, the gain was a bit too high here. However, the noise at lower frequencies was
reduced sufficiently, to provide the best linewidth result. There are also some peaks at
higher frequencies in the spectrum (approximately at 13, 18.5 and 20 kHz), which do
not disappear when using a filter. They don’t correspond to resonances driven by the
PID-controller but are related to some electronic or acoustic noise in the lab. Their origin
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could not be determined. When the ion-cavity is placed in vacuum it should be shielded
better from acoustic noise.

Figure 7.6.: PSD of the test-cavity error signal with 2 kHz filter (green): The frequency
resolution of the FFT is 5 Hz and the curve is averaged over 10 points. The orange line represents
the β−separation line. The shaded area between the PSD and β−separation line is related to
the locked linewidth of the cavity via eq. 3.46.

7.2. Manipulation of a Trapped
Qubit Transition

40

Ca+ Ion on the 729 nm

The locked MSquared Ti:Sa laser was used to manipulate trapped 40 Ca+ ions on the
optical qubit transition in our new ion trap. When taking these measurements, the
MSquared Ti:Sa was locked to our reference-cavity at 729 nm with the Digilock110 PIDcontroller as the FALC110 was broken 3 . The ion is Doppler cooled and prepared in one
of the 42 S1/2 mj Zeeman states state via optical pumping. The MSquared Ti:Sa laser
is frequency-shifted with AOMs to the resonance of the 42 S1/2 ←→ 32 D5/2 transition.
The laser light is switched on for a certain amount of time, before the probability for the
ion to be in the excited 32 D5/2 state is measured via electron shelving. This is repeated
100 times for different pulse lengths of the laser. The mean excitation as a function of
the pulse length is shown in figure 7.7. Rabi oscillations can be observed, which decay
rather fast with a decay rate of 2500(100) per s. To improve this result, the ion should
be sideband cooled to the motional ground state. In the case of an ion, which is not
sufficiently cooled, the ion displays a wide thermal distribution of motional states in the
3

Even though the Digilock110 has a lower bandwidth than the FALC110, the linewidth of the MSquared
Ti:Sa laser locked to the reference-cavity at 729 nm for optimized PID-parameters should be the same
when using either of the two PID-controllers because the limitation is not the controller bandwidth
but the bandwidth of the feedback elements inside the laser.
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trap, which couple to the laser with different coupling strengths [71]. This, in turn, damps
out Rabi oscillations.

Figure 7.7.: Rabi flops of a trapped 40 Ca+ ion: The grey data points represent the mean
excitation as a function of the pulse length. An exponentially decaying sinusoidal fit function
(blue) was matched to the data points, to determine the decay rate of the Rabi oscillations.
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8. Conclusion and Outlook
The goal of of this master’s thesis was to stabilize two laser systems to linewidths of less
than 10 kHz and drift rates of less than 1 Hz/s, which was achieved. These locked lasers
will be used to frequency-stabilize a cavity-mediated Raman process via a transfer lock
approach. Such a process allows for the deterministic generation of single 854 nm photons
from a trapped 40 Ca+ ion, such that a coherent light-matter interface for trapped-ion
quantum networks can be implemented.
In the course of this thesis, an ultrastable reference-cavity was put in vacuum. The
cavity’s finesse around 785 nm and 729 nm was determined via ringdown measurements.
A diode laser and Ti:Sa laser were locked to the reference-cavity via a PDH laser locking
scheme. The locks are stable over many hours.
The linewidths and drift rates of the locked lasers were determined via frequency beat
measurements with a frequency comb. The linewidth results are: less than 100 Hz for
the MSquared Ti:Sa laser and less than 200 Hz for the diode laser, over a timescale of
12 s. The absolute drift of the MSquared Ti:Sa laser was determined to be 202(1) mHz/s,
likely resulting from the aging-related drift of the reference-cavity. Residual amplitude
modulation due to an EOM used in the locking setup of the diode laser resulted in drifts
of the diode laser, additional to the aforementioned cavity related drift. This EOM has
since been replaced by one which contains two crystals in a compensation configuration,
that reduces changes in residual amplitude modulation and allows for higher stability.
Moreover, a test ion-cavity, similar to the one which will be used around the trapped
ion, but with lower finesse, was locked in air using a PDH locking scheme to 9.0(7) % of
its linewidth. In vacuum, factors which degrade the stability of the cavity lock, such as
air pressure and temperature fluctuations should be reduced such that a higher stability
is anticipated. The resonances of the test ion-cavity structure were determined. This
information can be used to implement a filter scheme to avoid driving these resonances
in our final ion-cavity setup.
The MSquared Ti:Sa laser was also locked to the reference-cavity at 729 nm, where the
finesse of the cavity is much higher. A laser linewidth of less than 30 Hz was achieved over
a timescale of 11.5 s. Likely, this linewidth is limited by the bandwidth of the feedback
elements of the laser. A straight-forward improvement would be to install an AOM at
the output of the laser to be able to apply higher frequency feedback and narrow the
linewidth to 1 Hz. Using the 729 nm laser that was stabilized in this thesis, Rabi flops
were observed with a trapped 40 Ca+ ion.
The next step is to place an ion-cavity inside the vacuum chamber and attempt to lock it
using the frequency-stabilized diode laser as a reference. Then, a cavity-mediated Raman
process will be implemented, where the frequency-stabilized MSquared Ti:Sa laser will
drive one arm of the Raman transition and the ion will couple to the locked ion-cavity on
the other arm of the Raman transition, which triggers the generation of a single 854 nm
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photon. This trapped-ion cavity system will then act as one of the three nodes of the
SciNet quantum network.
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A. PDH Error Signals of the Lasers at
785 nm and 729 nm

Figure A.1.: Error signal of the diode laser at 785 nm with modulation frequency 5.7 MHz
and light power of 70 µW going to the reference-cavity. This signal was measured by applying
a triangle voltage to the grating piezo of the ECDL.
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A. PDH Error Signals of the Lasers at 785 nm and 729 nm

Figure A.2.: Error signal of the Ti:Sa at 785 nm with modulation frequency 8 MHz, light
power of 70 µW going to the reference-cavity and reflected photodiode signal amplified with
MiniCircuits ZFL-1000 amplifier. This signal was measured by applying a triangle voltage to
the slow piezo inside the laser cavity. The phase of this error signal is slightly off but still
suitable for locking.

Figure A.3.: Error signal of the Ti:Sa at 729 nm with modulation frequency 5.7 MHz, light
power of 20 µW going to the reference-cavity and reflected photodiode signal amplified with
MiniCircuits ZFL-1000 amplifier. The S/N ratio here is worse compared to the previous
MSquared error signal at 785 nm due to the lower light power resonating inside the cavity.
This signal was measured by applying a triangle voltage to the slow piezo inside the laser
cavity.
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B. Beat Note Between Diode Laser
and MSquared Ti:Sa Laser

Figure B.1.: Beat between the diode laser and MSquared Ti:Sa laser locked to two adjacent
modes of the reference-cavity: Servo bumps of the diode laser at ∼ 400 kHz are visible.

Figure B.2.: Beat between the diode laser and MSquared Ti:Sa laser locked to two adjacent
modes of the reference-cavity: Sidebands caused by the MSquared Ti:Sa laser etalon dithering
at a frequency of 19 kHz are visible.
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C. Laser Drift Measurements

Figure C.1.: Frequency of the QSim 729 nm laser, measured in Ramsey experiments with a
trapped 40 Ca+ ion. At approximately 6000 s the laser unlocked.

Figure C.2.: Beat between the QSim 729 nm and the frequency comb.
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C. Laser Drift Measurements

Figure C.3.: Beat between the MSquared Ti:sa laser and frequency comb. The cycle slips
result from knocking the table the Ti:Sa and diode laser are on.

Figure C.4.: Beat between diode laser and MSquared Ti:Sa laser. The cycle slips result from
knocking the table the two lasers are on.
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